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Background

Abstract

Scintillating Bubble Chamber
To further investigate dark matter, the Scintillating Bubble Chamber (SBC) Collaboration is
developing an experiment that utilizes bubble nucleation in superheated fluids to observe dark
matter interactions. The experiment builds on previous bubble chambers, such as PICO and
COUPP, but leverages scintillation light to provide additional information. The experiment is
considered a “quasi-background-free” detector which involves locating the final experiment 2 km
underground at SNOLAB to shield from cosmic rays and implementing background detection
systems to veto background induced events.

The Scintillating Bubble Chamber (SBC) is a next generation dark matter detector that utilizes silicon
photomultipliers to veto background electron recoil induced events. The silicon photomultipliers are
situated inside the detector and detect incoming scintillating photons from the experiment's active
volume. Through computational methods, the resulting pulses were analyzed for after-pulsing and optical
crosstalk to calculate the dark noise rate and identify background signals. Thus, we contrasted traditional
algorithmic methodologies with supervised machine learning approaches to determine which
methodology yielded the highest accuracy in pulse counting and identification. The resulting chosen
algorithm consisted of an unsupervised machine learning clustering algorithm to target single pulse
events and boost current pulse analysis algorithms. All produced computational methods aim to reduce
background when identifying dark matter related events and are currently being used in experimental
setups to test silicon photomultipliers.

Results
Unsupervised Machine Learning
To explore the characteristics of the dataset, unsupervised clustering algorithms were used to
determine whether “black-box” computational methods could recognize patterns within the SiPMs
pulses. As a result, a KMeans clustering algorithm with K = 50 categorized 10 000 real pulses from
an experimental SiPMs setup. The algorithm yielded many clusters with specific features such as
inflection points or after-pulsing and thus demonstrated that the computational methods can
recognize patterns within the SiPMs pulses. The results of 10 of the 50 clusters can be seen below.

Motivation
To explore new methods of determining the dark noise rate and
crosstalk probability using machine learning methodologies and
compare the results to traditional algorithmic approaches.

Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs)
A key characteristic of the SBC detector is the implementation of Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs)
to detect scintillation light generated in the liquid argon tank. These SiPMs are capable of single
photon detection and are used to detect energy released from dark matter candidates.
Additionally, the SiPMs can potentially veto electron recoil and energetic neutron induced events.

Standard SiPM Pulse
SiPMs are composed of multiple single-photon
avalanche photodiodes. When a photon strikes one of
these photodiodes, the photodiode drifts towards an
avalanche region and generates an avalanche. Each
of the avalanches has a recovery time before a new
photon can be detected. A sample single photon
avalanche with the corresponding recovery region
can be seen on the image on the left.

Although SiPMs are a working method of photon detection, they can falsely generate pulse
signals. These false signals are known as crosstalk avalanches. The two primary forms of crosstalk
avalanches we aim to identify are after-pulsing and crosstalk. After-pulsing is caused when carriers
are trapped during an initial pulse and are released at a delayed time. These occur during the
recovery phase of the SiPMs pulses and are usually a lower amplitude than the initial pulse.
Crosstalk occurs when an avalanche in one photodiode triggers an avalanche in an adjacent
photodiode. Examples of after-pulsing and crosstalk pulses are shown in the images below.

After-Pulsing

Crosstalk Pulse

Traditional Algorithms
ꭕ2 Fitting and Pulse Counting
The primary method tested was the 𝜒 2 fitting method by the nEXO collaboration. The algorithm evaluates
pulses by creating an exponentially modified Gaussian distribution and fixing the artificial pulse using a 𝜒 2
fitting. After the first pulse, if a pulse exceeded a specific 𝜒 2 fitting threshold, additional test pulses would
be iteratively added to the fit. In our tests, we use a modified version of the 𝜒 2 fitting algorithm to compare
to the machine learning model. This Pulse Counting method iteratively removes pulses from the original
pulse based on predetermined thresholds of the area under the graph of the pulse.

Pulse Counting Accuracies
To compare the algorithms and machine learning models, 1314 pulses were manually labelled.
Priority was taken towards labelling non-single pulses to better even the distribution of the labels.
Labels of 4 or more pulses were classified as only 4 pulses. These pulses were then put through a
5-fold cross validation and the average accuracy was measured from the 5 resulting models. The
data points were scaled accordingly based on the training sets. All machine learning and nonmachine learning models used this same methodology.

Pulse Counting Accuracies

VUV-sensitive Silicon Photomultipliers for Xenon Scintillation Light Detection in
nEXO
Jamil et al. 2019

Derivative Method
A second method leverages the short rise times and long fall times of the SiPMs pulses by using the
absolute value of the derivative. The number of points that have a derivative that exceed a specified
threshold determines the number of pulses in the signal. The threshold value was determined based
on fitting to a sub sample of experimental data and choosing the threshold that yielded the highest
accuracy. Due to increased noise and negative slope after the initial pulse, the threshold is increased
after a fixed distance from where the first pulse is detected. A visual representation of the algorithm
can be seen in the images below.

As showcased above, the results of the machine learning and algorithmic methods yielded similar
accuracies within error. However, it should be recognized that the Random Forest classifier and
Support Vector Machine consistently outperformed the other models when running multiple trials.
Furthermore, the machine learning models were not tuned to the same degree as the algorithmic
approaches and the machine learning models significantly increased in accuracy when adding
more data.

Conclusion and Future

Contact Information
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In conclusion, the experiment performed indicates that machine learning is an accurate method of
SiPM pulse analysis. Therefore, machine learning methods should be pursued for identifying the
dark noise rates and cross-talk probabilities. Currently, machine learning is not the primary method
for SiPM pulse analysis for SBC as there is a concern with the “black-box” methodology. Therefore,
machine learning is currently only used as a boosting method to improve algorithm accuracies in
the current SBC setup. Further research is being conducted on more advanced models
and on improving the dataset to include more diverse pulses to better train the models
and ultimately yield higher accuracies.

AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION OF HIGH ALTITUDE PLATFORMS
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INTRODUCTION
Application of High Altitude Platforms

RESULTS

METHODS
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• HAP does not require fuel to be operational
• Rely on atmospheric wind for navigation • Mathematical model of the wind is too
• Wind is highly nonlinear and time-varying cumbersome to implement and not reliable
• Our algorithm relies on direct measurement
of the output variable
• Realtime optimization based on
gradient descent
• Does not require atmospheric wind
Data Driven control algorithm
model

4

Result with traditional controller

CONCLUSION

Demonstrated the Application of our
algorithm in solving complex engineering
problem

FUTURE WORKS
• Extend the algorithm to cooperative output
regulation of multi-agents systems
• Implementation on physical system
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A Low-Modulus, Soft-Stretchable Wearable Electrocardiography (ECG) Sensor-Circuit System
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Backgrounds
•
•

Our developed ECG sensor-circuit system

Electrocardiography (ECG) is widely used for the diagnosis of various
cardiovascular and mental diseases and disorders.
Wearable devices could be a valuable tool in early diagnosis and effective
treatment of such diseases and disorders.

Susceptibility to motion
❖ Less susceptibility to motion compared to medical grade Ag/AgCl
electrodes.

Challenges
•
•

Conventional wearable ECG sensor-circuit systems are rigid, bulky and
expensive.
Systems vulnerable to motion artifacts, unfit for long-term and mobile ECG
recordings.

Soft stretchable ECG circuits

Conventional ECG testing system

❖ Circuits

include

analog

signal

processing circuit, Bluetooth and
power circuits.
❖ Recorded ECG signals is wirelessly
sent to cellphone and displayed in
real-time.

Conclusion and perspective

Results
• We developed low-modulus, flexible and stretchable ECG sensorCharacterization and testing
circuit system.
Stretch-strain and compression test
• Enables long-term, continuous recording of ECG signals with
❖ Low Young’s modulus of
minimal motion artifacts.
~ 30 kPa.
• It consists of two reusable, detachable-attachable patches.
❖ Less than 2% change of
• Made by a novel low-cost fabrication method.
resistance at 40% of
applied strain.
Electrode-skin interface impedance (ESII)
❖ Electrode skin interface
impedance

(ESII)

is

comparable to Ag/AgCl
electrode

This low-Modulus, soft-stretchable wearable sensor-system is made by a novel
low-cost and scalable fabrication method. It is easy to use for long-term
recording on personal devices and comfortable to wear. Our developed system
can be used for various types of biosignal recordings such as ECG, EMG and
EOG, with potential applications in e-health and the internet of things (IoT).
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Abstract

Proposed Method

Hyperspectral unmixing is a technique to estimate the abundance fractions of materials
based on an image, which is composed of a mixture of reflected lights from distinct
materials. In this paper, we develop a new pixel-wise hyperspectral unmixing method by
classifying pixels into homogeneous and heterogeneous pixels based on a graph network.
To classify the pixels, we use the Structural Intervention Distance (SID) criterion as the
distance between each pixel and its adjacent pixels. Homogeneous pixels are pixels whose
spectral vectors are close to the spectral vectors of their neighboring pixels based on the SID
criterion.

The 𝑖th pixel of the hyperspectral image, yi , in non-linear model, which is more realistic one,
is given as

Since the non-linear interactions between reflected lights depend on the materials of the
area under surveillance, in our proposed method two separate deep Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) are trained for homogeneous and heterogeneous pixels.
Experimental results indicate superior performance of our proposed method over the pixelwise methods developed based on conventional deep CNNs.

yi  f i  Ea i  +n i

Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI) is a remote sensing technique that provides more detailed
information about the image by capturing and processing it in a wide range of spectral
bands. Hyperspectral imaging has a lot of applications including in agriculture, food quality,
environment monitoring, anomaly detection, and mineral mapping [1].
Since hyperspectral remote sensors have limited spatial resolution, each pixel of the
hyperspectral image is composed of a mixture of reflected light from many distinct
materials. Therefore, the spectral of each pixel can be a mixture of multiple spectral
considered of different materials.
Hyperspectral Unmixing (HU) can be as an inverse problem in which the abundance of
materials in each pixel should be estimated based on their spectra signatures.

i  1,

,L

The non-linear function, fi (),that indicates the interaction between the spectral of different
materials is not the same for all surveillance areas. We develop a new approach in the pixelwise hyperspectral unmixing using deep convolutional neural network (CNN) by classifying
the training pixels into homogeneous and heterogeneous pixels based on a graph network.
We use the Structural Intervention Distance (SID) criterion [2] as the distance between each
pixel and its adjacent pixels, which is defined as
 qb (yi ) 
 qb (y j )  
1 B 
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In this way, as shown in Fig.1, we design two deep CNNs which are separately trained for
homogeneous and heterogeneous pixels.

Simulation Results
We use two famous hyperspectral datasets Jasper Ridge and Urban for evaluation the
performance of our proposed method and also comparison with the performances of the
proposed methods in [3] and [4]. After separating the data sets into homogeneous and
heterogeneous classes, we train the CNNs with them. As presumed, the CNN networks that
are trained on homogeneous and heterogeneous pixels will give better results relatively.
This is compared to the conventional CNN which is trained on all the data.
We calculate the RMSE of the entire testing set to analyze the performance of the proposed
method. The RMSE value is given by

Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the relative improvement of the proposed hyperspectral unmixing
deep CNN (HU-DCNN) for Jasper Ridge data set and Urban data set respectively when
different percentages of data set is used for training.
As seen the relative improvement of the HU-DCNN is about 4% for both Jasper Ridge and
Urban data sets.

Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed graph-based hyperspectral unmixing method using
deep CNN with homogeneous and heterogeneous classification.
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Figure 2. The RMSE value of Jasper Ridge data set for different training set sizes .

𝐴A𝑖 is the set of adjacent pixels of the 𝑖th pixel.
where yi   yi1, yi 2 , , yiB  , qb (yi )  yib  yil and Ω
l 1
Homogeneous pixel is a pixel whose SIDs with at least seven adjacent pixels are less than a
threshold 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 .
T

Introduction

for

Figure 3. The RMSE value of Urban data set for different training set sizes.

Conclusions
• Hyperspectral Unmixing (HU) is an important technique for remote sensing and has
various applications.
• In hyperspectral image, due to diversity in the structure and variety reactions between
endmembers, different regions have different non-linear models.
• Deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) shows good ability for solving the non-linear
inverse problems.
• Dividing the pixels into two parts based on SID criterion and training separately two deep
CNNs for homogeneous and heterogeneous pixels.
• Simulation results shown that the proposed HU-DCNN relatively improves the RMSE by
4% compared to the conventional methods which were proposed in [3].
• Numerical results demonstrated that this relative improvement has been also achieved
when different percentages of data set are used for training.
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Abstract
The slab-column connection is one of the most critical components in structural flat plate systems. Numerical finite element simulations can be adopted as an extension of experimental
testing, which can potentially lead to the development of design codes by providing significant data on the failure process of elements economically and rapidly. However, the available
concrete constitutive models in finite element analyses (e.g., concrete damage plasticity) fail in simulating the hysteretic response of slab-column connections under cyclic loads.
Consequently, by accumulating the experimental dataset, an artificial neural network is trained to capture the lateral drift capacity of flat plate systems to withstand seismic forces without
losing the gravity load resisting capacity. The comparison of the trained model to the available mechanical and empirical models showed higher accuracy. The trained network is then
developed in the OpenSees platform as an upgraded limit-state model to determine the cyclic response of slab-column connections.

Introduction

Methodology

Reinforced concrete (RC) flat plate systems are commonly used in multistorey buildings due to their advantages that they provide. However, this
type of structure is susceptible to punching shear failure at the connection
area when exposed to an earthquake (see Figure 1). The slab-column
connection (SCC) is one of the most critical components in two-way flat
plate systems since it dictates the overall performance of plate systems under
lateral load demands.

Figure 1. Punching shear
failure of flat plate
systems in the connection
area when exposed to
earthquake events1.

Finite element (FE) simulations of SCCs subjected to a combination of
vertical gravity and lateral monotonic loadings have been performed in
ABAQUS/ Explicit2 platform using the concrete damage plasticity (CDP)
model with higher accuracy (see Figure 2-a). However, these calibrated
constitutive models failed in simulating the behavior of the connections
under lateral cyclic loading as the pinching effect of the RC elements cannot
be addressed by the CDP model, as shown in Figure 2-b. Therefore,
researchers3, 4 use the OpenSees framework5 through a uniaxial limit-state
material model which is developed to recognize the axial or shear failure of
the columns. As the limit-state model is fundamentally for columns not for
flat slabs, using this model for the analysis of SCCs has a drawback.
Therefore, there is a need to upgrade this model for seismic behavior of
SCCs.
(b)
(a)

Figure 2. Response of experimentally tested RC slab-column connections9 (dashed red
line) and its numerically simulated response (solid black line).

By now, the drift-based backbone response as the limit states of SCCs
needed for numerical analysis can be determined using non-linear parameters
(available in ASCE 41-176), or by
empirically defined equations (e.g.,
ACI 318-19 7 , CSA A23.3-19 8 ,
Zhou and Hueste9), or predicted
using proposed mechanical models
(e.g., Drakatos et al.10, Muttoni et
al.11). However, the empirically
defined equations account for
limited independent variables and
give a lower bound or an average
bound for the design drift (see
Figure 3). Therefore, these
Figure3. Accumulated dataset and its
backbones are less trustable to be
comparison to the empirical predictions.
adopted for numerical analysis.
In this study, an artificial neural network (ANN) module is developed in
Python using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) by the backpropagation
algorithm in a shallow network as the problem is not more complex, and SGD
outperforms in this regard. A dataset was accumulated12, which includes 105
experimental test results of small-scale or full-scale, as well as frame assemblies
of interior slabs or interior continuous connections without transverse
reinforcement under both gravity and lateral (monotonic or uniaxial/biaxial
cyclic) loadings.
Figure 4. Distribution of
features in the ANN
model.

Input features include a 10-dimensional vector
represents slab dimensions (𝑙1 , 𝑙2 ), slab thickness
(ℎ), average effective depth for two orthogonal
directions (𝑑 ), column sides (𝑐1 , 𝑐2 ), concrete
compressive strength (𝑓𝑐′ ), transverse reinforcement
ratio (𝜌), the initial vertical gravity load (𝑉𝑔 ), and
the lateral loading type (𝐿𝑇). The distributions of
the selected key parameters for characterizing the
drift capacity of two-way flat slabs are shown in
Figure 4. The hyperparameters of the model
including the number of hidden layers, the number
of neurons in each layer, learning rate, and
activation functions are tuned after multiple trials
and errors. The developed NN architecture is
shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Assumed architecture for the ANN model.

Results & Conclusion

The training procedure is monitored after each epoch to avoid underfitting
of the model and the L2 regularization penalty is applied to the model to avoid
overfitting. The developed ANN model is compared to the available empirical
and mechanical equations in terms of predicted and experimental (as the
expected target) values of drift capacity, as shown in Figure 6-a. The
shortcoming of available empirical and mechanical models in identifying
accurate lateral drift limit of slab connections is conspicuous.
(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Comparison of the prediction model results with existing experimental data for
drift at punching failure: a) the developed ANN model with 105 specimens, and b) the
retrained developed ANN model with the extended dataset.

As the available experimental data on slabs imposed by lateral hysteresis
loading is limited, it is possible to generate new trustable numerical data to
increase the ANN model accuracy by calibrating models in the ABAQUS FE
platform and performing parametric studies on the characteristics of slabs that
considered as input features in the developed ANN model. The ANN model is
retrained using the augmented dataset, as shown in Figure 6-b.
The nonlinear finite element modeling (FEM) of SCCs imposed by lateral
hysteresis loading is carried out by enhancing the uniaxial limit-state model
available in OpenSees with the retrained ANN model over the extended dataset.
To examine the developed punching curve in OpenSees with the proposed ANN
model, 2-D model of the SCCs is generated in OpenSees (see Figure 7). Figure
8 shows the non-linear response of these slabs using different limit-state
models.

There is a challenge to analyze a 3-D macro-model of a slab-column
connection subjected to the lateral hysteresis displacements using available
constitutive concrete material laws developed in existing FE platforms.
Researchers developed various empirical or mechanical models to deal with
this problem via estimating the drift limit states of the connections. However,
it is shown that estimated punching drift ratio limits by adopting these
mechanical or empirical equations are not accurate. The issue is resolved by
enhancing the limit-state model in OpenSees with training an ANN model
over an accumulated dataset of slab-column connections subjected to lateral
monotonic or cyclic loading. The following conclusions are drawn:
❖ The dataset gathered in this study contains 105 experimental test results
of small-scale or full-scale, as well as frame assemblies of interior slabs
or interior continuous connections without transverse reinforcement under
both gravity and lateral (monotonic or uniaxial/biaxial cyclic) loadings.
❖ An ANN is trained using SGD by the backpropagation algorithm to detect
the punching shear backbone curve for the limit-state model with ten
features of slab-column connections.
❖ The comparison of the developed ANN model with existing empirical and
mechanical models highlighted the improved accuracy of the trained
ANN for generating the punching shear failure curve in terms of the drift
ratio.
❖ New data of connections are also generated by calibrating and analyzing
3-D models with the CDP model available in the ABAQUS platform to
improve the accuracy of the trained ANN.
❖ The RMSE for the re-trained model over the extended dataset (0.3%) is
reduced, and its value is completely acceptable in this scope.
❖ The uniaxial limit-state model available in OpenSees is enhanced with the
retrained ANN model for generating the backbone failure curve.
❖ 2-D frames of previously tested slab-column connections are simulated in
the OpenSees platform to validate the enhanced limit-state model by
calibrating the pinching factors for stress and strain, the damage factors,
and the beta value as the unloading stiffness degradation. The proposed
model provides a rapid and precise prediction of the drift-based limit
states of RC slab-column connections.
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Figure 8. Response of experimentally
Figure 7. Model of slab-column connection tested RC slab-column connections) and
its numerically simulated response
in non-linear FEM.
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Robust Evolutionary Algorithm for Antenna Design and Optimization
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Algorithm

Introduction
• Advancements in wireless networks continue to drive the
complexity of modern antennas, requiring improved
functionality and new features. Consequently, the number of
parameters involved in antenna design problems is generally
increasing, resulting in more designer effort and computational
resources required.
• Optimization-based strategies have attracted interest in
electromagnetic (EM) communities to assist with antenna
design.
• EM simulations are very expensive, so one of the main
challenges in EM optimization is performing an efficient global
search which requires as few simulations as possible.

1 – Solution Database
• Latin hypercube sampling
(LHS) generates (nearly)
random candidate sol.
• EM solver generates
simulation results for all
candidate sol.
• Post-processing turns
sim. results into obj.
Function evals. (fitness)

Objective Function
Peak Gain

Center
Freq.

• Metasurface (MTS) patch antennas are broadband planar
elements
• Uniform 4x4 MTS antennas typically possess about 30% BW
• Not much investigation into non-uniform cases as
dimensionality and complexity grows quickly
• This type of problem is well suited for presented approach

2 – Training Models

• Need to process EM simulation results into algorithm-tangible
values that can be optimized.
BW

Example Case

3 – Global Search

Design and Fabrication

Side Lobes

4 – Checking Convergence

“Deepness”
Back Rad.

• Goal functions evaluate how well a particular antenna
performance metric satisfies a defined target.

3 – Optimization

• The objective function collectively evaluates a candidate
antenna as a weighted sum of all performance metrics:

• Gaussian Process (GP) is
used to train surrogate
models
• Surrogate models predict
obj. func. (fitness) for a
given input candidate
sol.
• Surrogate models are
easy to evaluate and
used in place of EM sims.
during optimization
• GP work well with sparse
training data, so only
relatively small number
of init. EM sims required

• Differential evolution (DE) is used as main search framework
• DE offers global search capability, general robustness, and
requires no initial starting point
• DE iterates with a population rather than individual solutions
• The best solution found by DE is verified by EM simulator
• If the best solution does not meet goals, DE is reset with a
new random initial population from solution database

• Set up optimization algorithm to maximize percent BW,
maintain high gain, no beam tilt.

Fabricated non-uniform
MTS prototype

Measured results of nonuniform MTS prototype

• Non-uniform prototype demonstrates over 50% BW

Conclusion
• Presented optimized-assisted design approach is well suited
for antennas and applied EM problems high dimensionality
• Use of surrogate modelling significantly reduces the number
of EM simulations required by DE
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Introduction

Experimental Results

➢ Haptic simulation is a real-time technology
that

enables

users

to

interact

• Experimental setup:

with

remote/local virtual environments using a
hand-held actuated mechanism (haptic device).
➢ Applications: Medical training simulator [1],
Simodont® dental trainer [2].

[1]

[2]

➢ Latency due to the sample-and-hold process can severely

(0.0878°)
(0.0072°)

VE Implementation

restrict the range of virtual environment (VE) dynamics [3-5].

Digital

Analog Hybrid

Simulate Complex
Virtual Environments

1 𝑘𝐻𝑧

High stiffness

• Sinusoidal motion:

Small footprint
Position sensing
e.g.:
Encoder

platforms,

has

been

proposed

to

However,

availability

of

e.g.:
Potentiometer

position

analog

• No staircase shape for both methods (GBC, ERG)

• Tune the PI controller of GBC

• GBC response smoother than ERG

Low lifespan
Add dynamics

ERG

How can we find high bandwidth analog

𝑲𝒊 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎

position signal without turn limit ?

signals is a barrier.

< 𝟐%

• Sensor fusion concept:

Conclusions

Θ𝑒 [𝑛]
Fusion Methods

Analog Gyro

Analog
position

• Proposed methods:

High bandwidth
No staircase shape
Encoder as reference

𝜃𝑔ሶ (𝑡)

Gyro with Bias Compensation

ERG

𝐾𝑖
𝐾𝑝 +
𝑠

✓ Encoder is used as reference

✓ Low latency

✓ Suitable choice for haptic systems using analog and digital platforms

This research is supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) and presented at IEEE Haptics Symposium 2022.

Encoder with Resettable Gyro-Integrated-Position

✓ Encoder referenced
✓ Simple circuits with

Bias Compensation

✓ Smoother signals

Acknowledgement

• Fusion Methods:

GBC

GBC
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performance and increase stability region [6].

• Comparison of GBC vs Encoder: 98% accuracy
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1Department

Motivation
• Breast cancer is the most
common surgically treated cancer
in women [1]
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Goal and Approach

Results and Discussion

• Goal: Develop a tissue classification tool for tumor bed inspection
using spectroscopy and electromagnetic (EM) tracking

• Breast-conserving surgery is a
preferred approach in early-stage
breast cancer

Classifier
Navigation
Computer

EM Position
Tracker

Spectrometer

EM Sensor

• The goal is to completely remove
the tumor while minimizing
healthy tissue loss [2]

• Over 30% of surgical interventions
fail to completely resect the tumor
resulting in secondary surgery [3]

Broadband
Light source
Optical Probe

Table 1: Classification and latency results from experiment

Dice index
Accuracy
EMT latency [ms]
Classification latency [ms]

0.93
0.94
125
167

± 11
± 26

• Our tool effectively differentiated porcine and bovine
tissue using a KNN machine learning method

• Our tool effectively registered a classification point
cloud to the phantom for 3D navigation
Tumor Cavity

Navigation display

Figure 1: Diagram of proposed tracked optical tissue classification tool

• The latency of the tracking and classification
subsystems are 125 ms and 167 ms, respectively
• We aim to evaluate the tool on ex vivo human tissue

Implementation and methodology
3D Slicer Module

Summary
EM source

Spectrometer

Summary
• We present and evaluate an experimental tool to
intraoperatively differentiate tissue types

Spectroscope:
Broadband optical spectrometer
Position Tracker:
Electromagnetic tracker

EM sensor
Optical probe

Tissue Classifier:
k-Nearest-Neighbor

Broadband
Light source

Figure 2: Left – 3D slicer module breakdown. Middle – Experimental Setup. Right – Resultant system visualization for bovine tissue inserted into porcine tissue

• The system comprises a spectroscope, EM • A 3D Slicer module (slicer.org) processes
position tracker, and tissue classifier
incoming data to produce a classified point cloud
registered to the phantom [4]
• An ex vivo tissue phantom was used for
evaluation. Bovine tissue was inserted into • The classification accuracy and dice score are
porcine tissue to simulate a tumor
calculated by counting correctly identified points
• A KNN machine learning algorithm was trained to • Latencies of classification and location data were
differentiate between porcine and bovine tissue
measured to ensure temporal consistency

• The modular design of the tool allows the imaging,
tracking and classifier to be easily adapted
Conclusion
• Tracked optical tissue sensing combined with
machine learning is viable for biological ex vivo
tissue classification
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Distributed Multi-Robot Collaborative Localization
Emily Taylor (e.taylor@queensu.ca), Thomas Sears, and Joshua Marshall

Motivation
Accurate localization capabilities are critical for
autonomous mobile robots. This is notably challenging
in settings where localization infrastructure, such as
GPS, is inaccessible, for example in indoor,
underground, or space applications. Examining multirobot applications poses an interesting opportunity for
robots to collaborate and improve localization
estimates using the group’s combined sensing
resources [1].

Benefits of Teamwork
Some robots may have access to
additional landmarks or sensors,
and subsequently have reduced
localization uncertainty (green).

Proposed Solutions
For this work, we consider robots equipped with ultrawideband (UWB) communication to allow robots to
make distance measurements between each other
[2]. This enables them to act as mobile “landmarks” to
each other. Each robot then fuses these robot-to-robot
distance measurements with odometry by using an
unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [3].
Initial simulation work has demonstrated that
localization estimates of individual robots become
highly correlated with each other. To account for
these vital cross-correlation terms, we propose a
distributed SLAM-inspired approach, where all robots
maintain estimates of each other’s poses.

Velocities of
other robots

Local velocity
measurements

Simulation Results – Linear Example
Static Robot Beacons

Dynamic Robot Beacons,
Assumed Zero Velocity

Dynamic Robot Beacons,
Estimated Velocity (Backward Difference)

Dynamic Robot Beacons,
Communicated Velocity

Main robot

Beacon robots

Initial results show an improvement over dead
reckoning. When all robots are moving, best results
are when robots share velocity measurements.

Predict

On-Going Work
Update

Other robots with greater
localization uncertainty (red)
can improve their estimate by
using their teammates as
additional landmarks (blue).

Robot-to-robot
distance
measurements

Additional
landmark
measurements

Multiple strategies to reduce uncertainty are possible:
A. Robots may take turns remaining stationary
B. Robots may attempt to estimate other robots’
velocities without communication
C. Robots may share their sensor measurements,
including velocity

Next steps include:
1. Adding additional landmarks to the simulation
that only some vehicles have access to
2. Simulating the proposed solution on a non-linear
system
3. Implementing the solution on three Husky robots
with UWB sensors
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T HE F IRST L ARGE S CALE AUDIO -V ISUAL DATASET OF C OGNITIVE L OAD AND A FFECT F OR R EMOTE W ORK
Pritam Sarkar and Ali Etemad
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Introduction

Analysis

Classification of Cog. Load and Affect

Motivation. Due to recent COVID-19 pandemic, remote work is the new reality of work for millions
across the world. While this new paradigm has a number of advantages such as enabling social distancing and flexible hours, it brings about a number of challenges that were less common in in-person
work environments. For instance, studies have shown that remote work settings could contribute to
increased cognitive load and fatigues in individuals due to the reasons including but not limited to:
• back-to-back work-related meetings with minimal physical mobility in-between,
• the inability to effectively perceive and transmit non-verbal expressive cues,
• the need to apply intense focus on the screen with minimal variation.
In order to better understand mental health and manage the impact of remote work meetings on individuals, it is necessary to design and develop tools capable of quantifying factors such as cognitive
load and affect in relevant settings.
Problem Statement. A key ingredient for developing such systems is the availability of related datasets
along with ground-truth information, which could be used by AI researchers and psychologists to acquire better understanding of cognitive load, affective states, and broadly human behaviors in this new
paradigm of work. In best of our knowledge, there are currently no available datasets directed toward
understanding users in remote work settings. Moreover, there are currently no audio-visual datasets
that target cognitive load along side affective states.
Our Contribution. In this work, we fill an existing timely gap by introducing AVCAffe, the first AudioVisual dataset consisting of Cognitive load and Affect attributes. AVCAffe would be of interests to both
the AI researchers and psychologists to model and test the hypotheses related to the impact of varying
amount of cognitive load and affective states in remote work.

We perform an in-depth analysis of self-reported ground truths to validate the success of our study
design, indicating that different tasks are able to induce varying degrees of cognitive and affective
states amongst the participants throughout the session.
Cognitive Load. While analyzing cognitive states, we present the density plots of each cognitive load
attribute such as, mental demand, effort, and temporal demand in Fig. 2. We find distinct shifts in
cognitive load over time, specifically for mental demand, effort, and temporal demand. For example.
participants’ mental demand is fairly low during the open discussion and lighten the mood but report
higher mental demand during multi-task and reading comprehension (active).

Next, we utilize the collected data to train deep learning models towards identifying participant’s cognitive load and affect at remote work. A simple illustration of the deep learning model is presented in
Fig. 5. Following a standard practice, we use the weighted F1-measures as the evaluation metric because of it’s robustness towards imbalanced class distribution. We notice that multi-modal networks
outperform the uni-modal variants on all the attributes.
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Fig. 5: A simple illustration of deep learning approaches in classifying cognitive load and affect.
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Affect. To analyse the self-reported affect scores, we project arousal and valence responses onto
a 3D valence-arousal space, presented in Fig. 3. We notice considerable shifts in self-reported responses across different stages of the experiment. For example, during Open discussion and Lighten
the mood, majority of the participants experience ‘pleasant’ and ‘excited’, whereas, during multi-task,
majority of the participants report ‘unsatisfied’ and ‘wide-awake’.
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Fig. 2: We present the density plots of self-reported cognitive load scores, each color refers to an individual task. Left to right in an increasing
order of cognitive load.
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Tab. 1: Highlights of the models’ performance in classifying participant’s cognitive load and affect.

Broader Impacts
• AVCAffe enables the researchers to study the impact of remote work in cognitive load and affect,
and broadly mental health and human behavior.
• Moreover, it would enable engineers in developing intelligent and better self-management tools
with the ability to cater and deliver personalized solutions.
• In addition to understanding cognitive load and affect at remote work, AVCAffe can be further
used to conduct research in several other areas like audio-visual speech recognition, lip reading
from visual input, long video summarization, among others.
• The authors do not foresee any major negative societal impact, however, all ethical considerations
that apply to other audio-visual affective datasets may equally apply to AVCAffe.

4

Valence

Fig. 3: The affective scores projected in a 3-d plane, where the colors denote population density, yellow being the most dense.

Cognitive Load vs. Affect. In Fig. 4, we project the self-reported ground-truths onto a 3D space
to study the relationships between different affect and cognitive load attributes. We observe a strong
positive correlation between effort and mental demand. Moreover, some degree of positive correlation is noticed between temporal demand and effort, as well as, between temporal demand and
mental demand. Interestingly, we do not observe strong correlations between cognitive load and affect attributes, which further proves that our dataset has been able to successfully capture unique
information beyond the arousal and valence classes.
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We present a novel audio-visual database of cognitive load and affect collected in a setup resembling
‘remote work’. To the best of our knowledge AVCAffe is the first audio-visual dataset comprised
of cognitive load annotations. Moreover, AVCAffe is the largest affective computing dataset in
English language. We believe AVCAffe would be a valuable and challenging benchmark for the deep
learning and affective computing research communities to accurately model cognitive load and affect,
especially considering the timely context of remote work.
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Dataset Statistics. We summarize the key statistics of the AVCAffe below.
Gender. Male: 52, Female: 53, Non-Binary: 1. Age: 18 to 20 : 8; 21 to 30 : 75; 31 to 40 : 17; 41 to 50 : 2; 51 to 60 : 4.
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Fig. 1: Sample clips along with self-reported affect and cognitive load scores during different task.
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Objective. We aim to design a study protocol that closely resemble remote work and meetings. To
facilitate this concept, we devise a series of tasks with varied levels of difficulty, eliciting cognitive load
and affect in a mimicked remote work setup.
Study Design. Our study design requires 2 participants to collaborate and communicate over a video
conferencing platform to successfully complete a series of tasks including:
• Open discussion: conversation on non-personal topics like movies, books etc.
• Lighten the mood: sharing some interesting or humorous incidents, jokes etc.
• Diapix: finding differences between 2 highly similar pictures.
• Montclair map: locating the missing landmarks of 2 nearly identical maps.
• Lost at sea: focus on decision making skill in a hypothetical scenario.
• Reading comprehension: read a passage and answer some questions.
• Multi-task: email writing with interruptions unrelated to the email.
We carefully choose these tasks to target varying levels of cognitive and affective states at different
stages of the experiment.
Data Acquisition. We capture the audio-visual recordings of the participants through out the session,
along with self-reported ground truths at the end of each task. In particular, cognitive load and affect
scores are collected using the NASA Task Load Index and Self Assessment Manikin. We present
representative frames and ground truths reported by two of the participants in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4: We project the self-reported arousal and valence scores on a 3-d space. The x and y axes represent valence and arousal respectively,
and color denotes population density with yellow being the most dense.

Manuscript: Sarkar, P., Posen, A., & Etemad, A. (2022). AVCAffe: A Large Scale Audio-Visual Dataset
of Cognitive Load and Affect for Remote Work. arXiv preprint arXiv:2205.06887.
Paper link: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.06887.pdf
This dataset along with supporting codes are made freely available on the project website: https:
//pritamsarkar.com/AVCAffe/.
You may direct any questions or additional queries at: pritam.sarkar@queensu.ca.
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Introduction
The nickel smelters in Sudbury, ON have consistently rejected the
mineral pyrrhotite to tailings, a form of mine waste, since the 1970s to
reduce atmospheric pollution from smelter operations [1]. As of 2017
all Canadian nickel operations aim to reject pyrrhotite and make no
attempt to process it on its own. Tailings, however, can release harmful
substances into the environment and so pyrrhotite continues to pose an
environmental problem [1]. As pyrrhotite contains up to 1% Ni, the
tailings in Sudbury and elsewhere have been identified as a potential
resource. However, turning the environmental liability of tailings into
the added-value material of nickel has proven to be challenging and
currently no satisfactory processing pathway exists to get this already
mined nickel to market [1], [2].
Pyrrhotite is often described by the chemical formula Fe(1-x)S, where x ≤
0.125, with nickel in solid solution. Despite numerous proposals and
attempts to extract this nickel via pyrometallurgical pathways,
commercial success has proven elusive and the current research
conducts thermodynamic modeling in preparation for lab-scale tests.
Two pathways are evaluated: sulphation roasting and ferronickel
production via iron addition. The goal is to determine whether these
processes are thermodynamically favourable and suggest process
windows.
Sulphation roasting aims to convert the Ni in the sulphide into nickel
sulphate, NiSO4, which is water-soluble and permits the extraction of
nickel via a hydrometallurgical process. A commercial plant operated
in the 1960s used 680°C air to supply oxygen “at an excess of 40%
above theoretical” [3]. This attempt aimed to produce iron oxides as a
coproduct for sale to the iron and steel industry but struggled with
process control. Additionally, SO3 emissions were a persistent problem
[2].
Iron addition aims to produce a ferronickel alloy by bringing the Fe:S
ratio of the pyrrhotite to approximately 1. Nickel then either diffuses
into the metallic iron phase or precipitates from a molten sulphide
mixture on cooling, depending on temperature [4]. Iron is usually
added by mixing an iron oxide and a reducing agent – often carbon –
with the pyrrhotite. The process remains in the laboratory stage.
Experiments have usually been done under reducing or inert
atmospheres and nickel content in the alloy phase has been reported to
reach the 10-20 wt% range [4], [5].
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Methodology

Results

A thermodynamic model was assembled using the databases in HSC
Chemistry 6.1. The model considers 35 chemical species across 6
phases; the makeup of the phases is shown in Table 1. Pyrrhotite
composition as measured by Yu et al. [4] was used as a basis for
calculations (Table 2). Iron addition was considered in the form of
Direct-Reduced Iron with carbon and sulphur contents of 1.64 wt% and
0.08 wt% respectively. As magnetite (Fe3O4) has been known to occur
with pyrrhotite in the Sudbury area, carbon addition to reduce this insitu iron source was also considered. Calculations were done using
100kg of pyrrhotite tailings as a basis. For sulphation roasting, air was
considered with the ratio of O2:S being 2.8, whereas for iron and carbon
addition a fully N2 atmosphere was used. Assumptions for the model
were:

Carbon Addition under Nitrogen Atmosphere (4 mol C/mol Fe3O4)

• All sulphur is present in the form of pyrrhotite (Fe0.877S)

DRI Addition under Nitrogen Atmosphere (mol Fe in DRI + mol Fe in Pyrrhotite = mol S in Pyrrhotite)

• All remaining iron is in the form of magnetite (Fe3O4)
• Ideal mixing occurs in all phases
• Thermal and chemical equilibrium are achieved
Table 1: Thermodynamic Model Species and Phases
Phase
Species

Gas
N2
CO
CO2
H2
H2O
H2S
O2
S2
SO
SO2
SO3

Oxide
CoO
Cu2O
FeO
Fe2O3
Fe3O4
NiO
SiO2

Sulphide
CoS
CuFeS2
Cu2S
FeS
Fe0.877S
Fe3O4

Sulphate
CoSO4
CuSO4
FeSO4
NiSO4

Carbide
Fe3C

Metal
C
Co
Cu
Fe
Ni
S
Si

Sulphation Roasting with Air (mol O2 = 2.8 mol S)

Table 2: Pyrrhotite Composition
Element
Concentration (wt%)
kmol per 100 kg

Fe
62.86
1.1255

S
35.66
1.1144

Ni
0.85
0.0145

Cu
0.16
0.0025

Co
0.01
0.00017
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Queen’s University, Department of Mining Engineering
Bati Raman holds the Turkey's proven largest oil reserve (1.85 billion barrels).
The reserve is located at an
average depth of 1450 m
within a fractured limestone. This heavy oil has a
12° API gravity and a viscosity of 200-2000 cp. A future
plan for this reserve is to
use a "mining assisted heavy oil production" method. The idea behind this method is opening up galleries beneath the reserve
from which fan shape up holes will be drilled in the reserve.
Steam will be injected from these up holes to decrease the viscosity of heavy oil and production will be done by gravity drainage. In this thesis, stability of the openings based on the scenario
above is carried out using a numerical modelling code.

The major rock type is the Garzan Limestone in the area. The Bati
Raman field is considered to be composed of oil-saturated reservoir rock only. From the inspection of deformability test results,
strain-softening behavior indicators were observed in the postpeak region. Non-linearity in
the elastic part of the curve
was observed for some
samples.

Figure 1. Bati Raman Oil Field

Research Questions
• What would be the effects of tunnels and drillings to be excavated
on the heavy oil reservoir?

•How the heavy oil bearing Garzan Limestone behaves under high
stress?

•Can we keep the excavations stable for MAHOP application?

Numerical
Modelling

Twin excavations and
fan boreholes were modelled in FLAC 3D. The primary purpose of this design is to determine and observe
the reservoir rock mass behavior and establish a connection between the rock mass behavior and oil production through this
characteristic excavation situation. Then, a parametric study was
carried out by following the modelling path described in the previous section. For this purpose, 15 models were created. In this
parametric study, the plastic volumes formed due to the excavations were recorded and compared by writing a FISH script.

Results

Figure 4. Plastic extends in the twin tunnels model

As a result of the analyses, the induced stresses formed after
the excavations were observed, and contour maps were created
for the vertical and horizontal stresses concentrated around the
boreholes. Contour map of vertical stresses in the middle plane
of the model given in Figure 3. The induced stresses and strains
caused by the excavations resulted in the failure of the zones in
the model. These failed zones are mainly concentrated on the
tunnel wall and the wall of the boreholes.

Conclusions

• This study has shown that if cer-

Input Parameters

aims to reach the reservoir floor through declines descending
from the surface to the reservoir floor. It envisages that the declines will continue under the reservoir and form galleries on the
reservoir floor. The primary purpose of opening up these boreholes is to physically inject steam through them by forming a
steam chamber above the galleries. Since the effect of radial
borehole excavations will create fractures in the vertical direction,
the steam can move more easily in the reservoir.

2m

In-situ Hydrostatic Stress

Intact rock
strength (σci )

Shear Modulus
(G)

Poisson’s ratio
(ν)

Young’s Modulus (E)

Internal friction
angle (Φ)

Cohesion

0.24

4.7 GPa

34°

1.6 MPa

33 MPa 6.2 MPa 1.9 GPa

Figure 2 and 3 . Model dimensions

Mining Assisted Heavy Oil Production,

Circular Tunnel
Radius (r)

(c)

•

tain conditions are met, the contribution of mining to heavy oil
production can be achieved by
applying the MAHOP method.
The strength of the reservoir
limestone is around 6 MPa. As a
result of the deformability tests,
strong indications that the rock
behaves in a strainsoftening manner.
My Thesis
Scan me to
get PDF!

Figure 5. Tunnel and borehole plasticity with supports

Material: Garzan Limestone
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Exploring The Potential Of Butyrate-Functionalized Trimethylene Carbonate For Peptide Drug Delivery
Isaac Thevathasan, Brian G. Amsden*

Department of Chemical Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada

Introduction

In vitro Degradation

A
37℃, 300 rpm
B4

Therapeutic Angiogenesis

•

Proangiogenic peptides have the same target specificity and potency of growth factors, but have a
low immunogenicity reducing the risk of potentially harmful side effects [4]

•

An injectable degradable polymer can provide non-invasive, localized and prolonged delivery of
these peptides

•

Butyrate

• Butyrate has demonstrated anti-inflammatory properties and facilitates M2 polarization of
monocytes [5][6]

Objective

T3
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B3

B2
B4

T’1

T’3

T’2

1-7

B7

B’1

NMR Analysis

Results

T’2
B’2

Figure 8: (A) 1H NMR spectra of the P(TMC-BtMTMC) copolymer before degradation and (B) after 42 days degradation in CE.
Both spectra were obtained in CDCl3. (C) Peak assignments based on polymer structure. Minimal change is observed in the spectra of
the copolymer after degradation.
A
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Figure 9: (A) 1H NMR spectra of the lyophilized
CE copolymer supernatant after 42 days. (B) 1H
NMR spectra of the lyophilized PBS copolymer
supernatant after 42 days. (C) 1H NMR spectra of
the lyophilized PBS homopolymer supernatant
after 42 days. All spectra were obtained in D2O. *
indicates TMC degradation products ** indicates
water soluble low molecular weight TMC
oligomers

* *

B

Polymerization
Table 1: Polymer properties before degradation
%TMCa

%BtMTMCa

Mnb

Dispersityb

P(BtMTMC)

-

100

4396

1.72

P(TMC-BtMTMC) (50:50)

54

46

5208

1.34

P(TMC-BtMTMC) (50:50)c

53

47

5644

1.46

C

a Composition

The objective of this study was to investigate the potential implementation of a
butyrate-functionalized PTMC for proangiogenic peptide drug delivery.

determined from NMR
and dispersity obtained from GPC
C Polymer used in Cholesterol Esterase Degradation

Discussion

In vitro degradation

• Both the copolymer and homopolymer did not degrade in pH 7.4 PBS. However, the copolymer in
pH 7.4 PBS+CE degraded, but slowly, producing glycerol, glycerol carbonate and CO2 as
degradation products. The change in Mn of the copolymer resulted from backbone hydrolysis
catalyzed by the enzyme.
• There was no evidence that the butyrate was cleaved from the polymer backbone
• There was a negligible decrease in pH of the degradation media which is important for
maintenance of peptide stability

Methods
Monomer Synthesis
5-methyl-5-methyl butyrate trimethylene carbonate (BtMTMC) was synthesized as described in Figure 1.

Figure 4: Percent mass loss of copolymer and homopolymer in
PBS, and copolymer in CE. Minimal mass loss is observed in all
polymers over 42 days. However, there is greater mass loss in the
CE sample.

Figure 1: BtMTMC monomer synthesis schematic.

Polymerization

Figure 5: Change in molecular weight (Mn) of copolymer and
homopolymer in PBS, and copolymer in CE. Over 42 days, there
is almost negligible change in Mn in the PBS samples and
minimal decrease in Mn for the CE sample.

P(TMC-BtMTMC)
HCL Et2O
1-Octanol (R)
Dichloromethane

Conclusion and Future Work
Both P(TMC-BtMTMC) and P(BtMTMC) showed minimal degradation in vitro. Although greater
mass loss was seen via enzymatic degradation, the overall mass loss is slow and not desirable for drug
delivery applications. Future work will investigate adding hydrophilic elements to the polymer such
as PEG and/or conjugating hydroxyl groups to the polymer backbone to increase the degradation rate.

References

BtMTMC

BtMTMC

7

T1

B’1 B’2

b Mn

TMC

5

8

B

Figure 3: Schematic of in vitro degradation of both co- and homo- polymers. Degradation in PBS+CE was conducted in the copolymer
only. Supernatant and polymer samples after degradation were analyzed for composition using 1H NMR. Polymer samples before and
after degradation were analyzed for molecular weight using Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC).

• Butyrate-functionalized PTMC increases the degree of hydrophobicity, adjusting the polymer’s
water solubility and hence degradability

3

6

B6

GPC Analysis

Poly(trimethylene carbonate) (PTMC) is an attractive candidate as its degradation products are
non-acidic thereby mitigating peptide acylation

1

B6

4

2

B5

Peptide Drug Delivery
Peptide based drug treatments have become widely available and are currently being used to treat
a variety of diseases [3]

T2

T’3

pH 7.4 PBS +
Cholesterol
P(TMC- P(BtMTMC) Esterase (CE)
BtMTMC)
(Copolymer
only)

• High dosage of growth factors can cause toxic effects such as aberrant vascular growth and
vascular tumors [2]
•

B7

B5

• The delivery of growth factors to promote angiogenesis is of particular interest to treat diseases
such as Peripheral Arterial Disease

C

B3

1,2,4,6 weeks

pH 7.4 PBS

• Angiogenesis is the expansion of new blood vessels from pre-existing vasculature in response to
tissue hypoxia or insufficient tissue oxygen tension [1]

T1, T3,
T’1,
B1,B2,8

Room
Temperature

P(TMC-BtMTMC)

Figure 2: Schematic of polymerizations of 5kDa P(TMC-BtMTMC) at a 50:50 TMC:BtMTMC ratio and 5kDa P(BtMTMC).

Figure 6: pH of the degradation media was measured at each
time point. Slight decreases in pH were observed in the PBS
samples with a larger decrease in pH observed in the CE
sample.

Figure 7: At each time point, the composition of the CE
copolymer was analyzed with 1H NMR. The composition of
TMC in the copolymer decreased over 42 days.
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On the Microstructure Evolution, Thermal Stability and Oxidation Resistance, Structural
Integrity, and Mechanical Properties of Thin-Strip Cast AA5182 Al-Mg Sheets
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TSC Rolled Microstructure and Centerline Segregation Closure

Introduction
❖ Thin-strip casting (TSC) process has been developed by Hazelett-CASTechnologyTM to readily fabricate thin aluminum sheets
(2-5 mm) which can efficiently address transportation industry demands. Energy-intensive manufacturing steps of “Scalping”,
“Homogenization” and “Hot Rolling” in prevalent Direct-Chill (DC) casting can be eliminated by utilizing this simplified and
novel process resulting in a significant reduction in both capital and operational costs, besides a significant decline in carbon
footprint.
❖ Due to the high fabrication speed and thin thicknesses, higher cooling/solidification rates are achieved in TSC sheets which
generally result in a finer microstructure and supersaturated alloy matrix. Hence, phase transformation kinetics differ in TSC
alloys and there are possibilities for the formation of metastable precipitates while post-heat treatments that can directly
affect the microstructure evolution and mechanical properties. In this presentation, microstructure evolution, centerline
segregation and structural integrity, high-temperature stability, and mechanical properties of as-cast and post-cast processed
thin AA5182 Al-Mg sheets are briefly reviewed.
❖ Centerline segregation is inevitable during DC ingot casting, as well as in TSC sheets. Porosity-accompanied centerline
segregation is associated with the segregation of solute elements and appears in the final confined solidified zone of the ascast TSC strip. This locates at the mid-part of the cast sheet and extends to ~%30 of the thickness. These features can have a
negative impact on the mechanical properties and structural integrity of the cast strips. This is more severe for alloys with a
broader freezing range such as AA5182 due to their solute contents.
❖ In this research, curing the centerline segregation is performed via versatile post-cast deformation routes such as cold-rolling,
hot-rolling, and the combined hot+cold rolling. The effect of the different processing routes has been investigated and
optimized. Moreover, finding a feasible approach that can readily trace centerline-segregation attenuation/closure is of
research interest. Electrical conductivity measurement as non-destructive testing (NDT) method is found to be applicable to
investigate the influence of the centerline segregation on the internal integrity of the AA5182 Al-Mg sheets. Fluctuation of
results can readily demonstrate the distribution pattern and thus the integrity of the processed sheets.
❖ The examined results showed that the newly developed TSC AA5182 Al-Mg sheets are comparable with the conventional DC
sheets in terms of mechanical properties and can address the required standards and exhibit some new behaviors that benefit
high-temperature applications of aluminum alloys and extend the application boundaries for AA5182 alloy.
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Chemical composition Rolled TSC AA5182 sheets with 16.7%,
of TSC AA5182 sheets
33.3%, 50%, and 66.7% reductions

Electrical conductivity measurements were
obtained from as-cast and rolled sheets

Different post-fabrication deformation routes were
applied to the TSC as-cast sheets

Centerline Segregation and Microscopy Studies
TEM
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Hardness variation in TSC and DC samples after annealing at
different temperatures for 72h
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0.05
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TSC can be successfully employed to fabricate thin AA5182 Al-Mg sheets. Finer microstructure, absence of β-phase
(Al3Mg2), forming of a supersaturated matrix, and lower volume of second-phase particles are the consequence of higher
cooling/solidification rates in the TSC process. The absence of β-phase enhances the oxidation resistance and is associated
with the higher thermal stability of TSC alloy compared with DC counterparts. Higher thermal stability can provide new
high-temperature applications for TSC Al-Mg sheets that are impossible to achieve by conventional DC casting. Post-cast
rolling can successfully cure non-uniform centerline segregation and enhance structural integrity. Electrical conductivity
measurement as an indirect NDT method can be applied to reveal the distribution pattern of internal defects. The distinct
trend for conductivity change in TSC sheets under deformation paths is associated with the alloy’s work-hardening nature
due to excess Mg content in its supersaturated matrix. Supersaturation has a subsequent influence on alloy’s dynamic
recovery and texture formation. XRD patterns exhibited the late formation of deformation texture in TSC sheets. Hardness
enhancements for rolled TSC samples are sharper compared to DC sheets at the same strain content as a consequence of
the higher work-hardening rate. The novel microstructure in TSC AA5182 alloy affects its mechanical properties and
structural stability when the alloy undergoes different treatment cycles and deformation routes. Results of roomtemperature tensile experiments obtained for recrystallized alloys after O-temper annealing of different deformation
paths proved the comparable ductility of 21-25% as expected formability in industrial applications. This is associated with
higher yield strength implying a superior strength-ductility trade-off in the TSC AA5182 Al-Mg sheets.
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Surface Modification of Graphene Nanoplatelets and their Applications
Haritha Haridas, Marianna Kontopoulou
Department of Chemical Engineering, Queen's University
I. INTRODUCTION

IV. CHOICE OF OPTIMUM CONCENTRATION OF TMA

• Graphene nanoplatelets (GNP) consist of few layered stacks of

An

graphene made up of sp2 hybridised Carbon atoms

adsorption

isotherm

was

generated

by

mixing

VII. COMPOSITE PREPARATION AND THEIR PROPERTIES
different

concentrations of TMA with GNP, washing 3 times with acetone and

• Composites were prepared by melt mixing polyamide (PA) 6,12 with
weighted amounts of TMA-GNP

determining mass retained using Thermogravimetric Analysis

Morphology: TEM images of 10 wt.%
PA/TMA-GNP composites show good

Exfoliation

Graphite

• Mechanical
• Liquid-phase
• Chemical

GNP

dispersion and distribution of fillers

4 wt.% TMA was
chosen to functionalize
GNP

Graphene

Mechanical Properties (ASTM Standards)

Superior mechanical
properties
Electrically
conductive
Thermally conductive

Disadvantages

Advantages

Flex test

Impact test

Lack of functional
groups

Prone to Aggregation

V. CHARACTERIZATION OF FUNCTIONALIZED GNP (TMA-GNP)

Only stable in few
toxic organic solvents

1. Specific Surface Area (SSA) reduced from ~ 410 m2/g for
unfunctionalized GNP to ~312 m2/g for TMA-GNP indicating

Thermal and Electrical Conductivity

adsorption of TMA on GNP surface.

II. OBJECTIVES
GNP functionalization is needed to:

2. X-Ray Photon Scattering (XPS): Survey scans show higher oxygen
content in TMA-GNP

1. Formulate stable dispersions in water for applications like

3. Higher oxygen content results in increased surface energy from

conductive inks, printed electronics and supercapacitors

XPS Survey Scan
TMA4. Improved stability in water and solvents
GNP
GNP
GNP (Left) and
O 1s 3.7%
4.8%
TMA-GNP (Right)
N 1s 0.4%
0.4%
dispersions in
water
C 1s 95.9% 94.8%

2. Achieve good dispersions in thermoplastic polymer composites
which result in good mechanical properties, thermal conductivity,
electrical conductivity

III. CHOICE OF FUNCTIONALIZING AGENT
• Trimellitic anhydride (TMA) (1,2,4 benzene tricarboxylic anhydride)
Advantage: Non-covalent functionalization due to pi-pi interactions
✓ Easy and economical process: Added during
thermomechanical exfoliation[1] process

to 45.6 mJ/m2 57.9 mJ/m2.

Just mixed After 4 months

VI. APPLICATIONS OF TMA-GNP DISPERSIONS IN WATER ( 200
mg/ml)
1. Screen printed inks

at a temperature of 250 ⁰C and mixed for 5 min
✓ Retains integrity of graphene sp2 structure in GNP
thereby maintaining electrical and thermal conductivity

Film Electrical Conductivity
~ 234 S/m

2. Coin cell supercapacitors
Current carrier: Carbon paper
Electrolyte: 2 M H2SO4
Separator: Glass filter paper
Specific Capacitance at 1 mV/s
~ 119 F/g

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
• GNP was successfully functionalized non-covalently using TMA with
the sp2 structure of GNP being unaffected
• Functionalization improved ability to interact with solvents mainly
water, which facilitated applications such as printed inks and
supercapacitors
• Achieved good dispersion in PA nanocomposites, which resulted in
excellent improvements in mechanical properties, thermal and
electrical conductivities
Reference: [1] Mardlin, K et al. "Solvent-Free Thermomechanical Exfoliation of Graphite into Graphene Nanoplatelet
Flakes: Implications for Conductive Composites." ACS Applied Nano Materials 5.4 (2022): 4938-4947.
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BACKGROUND:
Materials used as structural materials in
CANDU nuclear reactors are studied in this
project . Namely an equiatomic Zr-Nb-Fe
Alloy (Alloy-15) and Zr-2.5Nb (used in
CANDU) Alloy. (composition Zr-2.5%Nb).
Fe,Cr elements are present in Zr-2.5Nb as
impurities. These elements often combines
with Zr and Nb to form ternary phases in the
form of precipitates (PT). These precipitates
provide strength to the material.

Material
Units

Title: There are Zr(Nb,Fe)2 intermetallic precipitates in CANDU reactor pressure tubes. Do they possess
an FCC or HCP structure? Multi-scale materials modeling to the rescue.

exp.(TEM)

h.o.f a
b
eV/at. ang. ang.
- 5.33

c
ang.
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c/a

8.6 1.614

exp.(XRD)
Zr(Nb,Fe)2
exp.(TEM)
exp.(XRD)

- 5.4
5.4 8.64 1.600
-0.12 5.28 5.284 8.547 1.619
- 5.44 5.44
8.9 1.64
- 5.36 5.36 8.71 1.63

Zr(Zr,Nb,F
e,Cr)2

-0.08 5.23

5.23

8.82

1.65

We identified the atomic structure of
precipitates found in Zr-Nb alloys using
electronic structure simulations

METHODS:
1. Density Functional Theory was used to
simulate hexagonal close packed (HCP) vs
face centred cubic (FCC) atomic structurescandidates simulated include c14 and c15
Laves phase - Zr(Nb,Fe)2, Nb(Fe,Zr)2,
Fe(Zr,Nb)2 Zr(Zr,Nb,Fe)2, Nb(Zr,Nb,Fe)2
and Fe(Zr,Nb)3
2. HCP c14 and FCC c15 Laves phases were
simulated using DFT of PT materialsZr(Fe,Nb)2 ,Zr(Zr,Nb,Fe)2.
3. Stacking fault gamma surfaces were
calculated for the <0001/111> HCP/FCC
directions.
RESULTS
• The calculated Heat of Formation,lattice
parameters shows that Zr(Fe,Nb)2
,Zr(Zr,Nb,Fe)2is the most appropriate
phase designation. It can be extended to
Zr(Zr,Nb,Fe,Cr)2 for quaternary PT
precipitates.
• Both FCC (c15) and HCP (c14) Laves phase
are competitive in energy and are equally
likely to form
• Electronic contributions to the free energy
for both FCC and HCP structures were
simulated by calculating the DOS.

Non-Cognitive Predictors of Student Success:
A Predictive Validity Comparison Between Domestic and International Students
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Structure-Properties Relationship in As-built Laser
Powder Bed Fusion AlSi10Mg
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Introduction & Motivation
✓ Complex geometries
✓ No post-processing
treatments
✓ Fast prototyping
✓ Unique
microstructural
features

Materials & Methods

Results & Discussion
(b)

(a)

➢ Typical evolution of melt pool boundaries (MPBs)

200 µm
[110]

(c)

➢ Intracellular region showing nanoprecipitates

5 µm

(c1)

➢ Fringe pattern: Stacking faults (SFs) formed upon rapid solidification

Fig. 3. The as-built, undeformed microstructure: (a) optical micrograph showing the overlapping solidified melt pools,
(b) secondary SEM image showing the characteristic regions across a solidified melt pool, and (c, c1) Bright-field TEM
images of a cell containing intracellular nano-precipitates.
100 nm

(d)

➢ Strong dependency of compressive yield and flow stresses
➢ Noticeable work hardening up to ~0.05 strain, followed by

Side view

Y

(a) 750

➢ Positive SRS in all strain rates except a negative trend in

Interrupt tests up to ~ 0.05 strain
Shear Band Formation

600

Table 1. Elemental composition of AlSi10Mg powder (wt.%).

Table 2. LPBF process parameters (after performing a multistep process
parameter optimization procedure).

10-2 – 10-1 s-1
➢ Nonlinear Strain rate sensitivity, m varies by strain rates

450
300
150

600

10-4 1/s

550

10-3 1/s

500

10-2 1/s

Strain Rate (1/s)

mC

450

10-1 1/s

10-4 – 10-3
10-3 – 10-2
10-2 – 10-1
10-4 – 10-2
10-1 – 5
1–5
10-4 – 5

0.030
0.010
-0.071
0.020
0.053
0.024
0.012

400
0.05

1 1/s
0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

5 1/s

0
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

True Plastic Strain (εp)
(a)

➢ Compression Testing
➢ Room Temperature (293K)
➢ Constant strain rate testing - strain rates of 10-4 - 10-1 and 1-5 s-1
➢ Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) for Microstructural Characterization

➢ Serrated flow for 10-4 – 10-2 s-1 regime (DSA)

100 nm

100 nm

➢ Spherical Specialty AlSi10Mg powders (Davg = 54.7 µm)
➢ Printing in XY direction with no post heat-treatment

a sharp reduction due to shear bands formation

(c)

0

❖Strong dependency of compressive yield and flow stresses to
strain rate

(b)

(d1)

on strain rate

True Stress (σ, MPa)

Conclusions

10 mm

100 mm

Fig. 2. (a) SEM of AlSi10Mg powders, (b) 3D printed bar in XY direction, and (c) Compression
sample before and after fracture

➢ STEM-HAADF and EDS-TEM images: cellular region: 78% eutectic volume

➢ AlSi10Mg is a common Al alloy for structural, aerospace and
automotive industries applications [1, 2]

➢ Very few, scatter and sometimes controversial studies can be
found dealing with the microstructure & mechanical behavior of
AlSi10Mg in the as-printed state, under various testing
conditions (temperature, deformation level, strain rate, etc.) [4]

X

Top view

(HAZ)

Fig. 1. Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) schematic [1]

➢ Through LPBF, it is aimed to focus on both design and part
properties to achieve AlSi10Mg parts with decreased density and
suitable properties for the jet engine bracket application [1]

Z

➢ Solidified microstructure including coarse and fine regions and heat affected zone

fraction, 55±5 nm cell boundary thickness

➢ Suitable for LPBF applications because of its good weldability
due to the addition of Si (Small solidification range, better
fluidity of molten Al, and increased laser absorption) [2, 3]

(c
)

(b)

(a
)

10-4 1/s

(b)

10-2 1/s

(c)

𝒎=

Fig. 4. (a) True stress-plastic strain curves for constant strain-rate loading via
compression tests, (b) the corresponding SRS curves at plastic strains of 0.10, and
(c) yield stress as a function of SRS.
𝜟𝐥𝐨𝐠 𝝈𝜺 − 𝝈𝒚

10-1 1/s

∘

𝜟𝐥𝐨𝐠𝜺

(d)

Fig. 6. Nano-precipitates size distribution curves and the cumulative
strengthening contribution of shearing and looping at different
strain rates.

Fraction of precipitates
contributing exclusively to
shearing (Sh) and looping (L)

➢ Standard deviation in the range of 1-2 nm
➢ At 1-5 s-1, size distribution of precipitates shifts
toward larger sizes

1 1/s

Strengthening contribution from
shearing (Sh) & Looping (L)

❖Positive SRS in all ranges except in 10-2-10-1 1/s

➢ Large 40–50-micron precipitates at higher strain rates
➢ Gradual transition of precipitates shearing to looping
by increasing SR

❖Vanishing of DSA + Shearing-to-Looping transition
as the main factors of negative SRS

➢ A minimized strengthening capacity due to the
100 nm

100 nm

❖Nonlinear strain rate sensitivity due to the microstructural
changes by changing train rate

(d)

1 s-1

(e)

5 1/s

100 nm

(e1)

➢ Reduced size of nanoprecipitates at 10-4 s-1 with disappearance of PFZ → extensive precipitates
shearing
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transition at 10-1 s-1

100 nm

➢ Reappearance of PFZ at 5 s-1 strain rate
100 nm

100 nm

Looping

Fig. 5. STEM/HAADF TEM micrographs taken in [100]Al zone axis of deformed
microstructures under interrupt-compression tests up to ~0.05 true plastic strain at
different constant strain rates: (a) 10-4, (b) 10-2, (c) 10-1, (d) 1 and (e, e1) 5 s-1.

➢ Virtually unaffected cell and eutectics → dislocation pile-ups at cells
➢ Transition in the precipitate-dislocation interaction in 10-2 -10-1 s-1 regime, from shearing to
looping coinciding with the negative SRS

100 nm

The First Full-Size Bridge Deck Rolling Load Fatigue
Test Completed in North America
Severus Gao, Charlene Wu, Dr. Amir Fam
Department of Civil Engineering, Queens University

Test Setup
ROLLS vehicle cycling with a
constant load

Actuator

Section 2

Section 1

Next Step - Retrofitting

Key Findings

Section 3

Moving Path of
ROLLS

100 Year Life Span (3 Million Cycles ) in 4 Weeks

Top view

V.S
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Block-Random Copolymers as Stabilizers in Waterborne
Polymerization Processes
Sandra E. Smeltzer†, Connor A. Sanders†, Arthur Werner†, Sean George‡, Andreas Gernandtⱡ,
Bernd Reckⱡ, Michael F. Cunningham†
†Department

Aqueous Copolymer Dispersions

Introduction
Emulsion polymerization
eliminates the need for
organic solvents

of Chemical Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, ON, Canada K7L 3N6
‡BASF Corporation, Charlotte, North Carolina, United States
ⱡ BASF SE, Ludwigshafen 67063, Germany

Emulsion Polymerization

Potential polymeric stabilizers must be dispersible in water to be
used in emulsion polymerization (aqueous system)

Canadian volatile organic compound
emissions by source (2021)1

Monomer
(oil)
water

Polymer particle

Stir

Polymerize
85C, 2hrs

Monomer Droplet
Stabilizer Aggregate

Emulsion

✓ Water-based process
✓ 12.5 million tonne ($37.2
billion USD) market in 20202

Latex

Surface area depends on stabilizer concentration directly – suggests
thermodynamic control!
→ Kinetic parameters do not impact number of particles
PS20 anchoring block
PS40 anchoring block
PS67 anchoring block

Block-random copolymers disperse readily at relatively high concentrations
▪
▪

Block copolymer (PS-b-PAA): 1 g/L upper limit (24 hours)
Block-random copolymer (PS-b-[PS-r-PAA]): 300 g/L with magnetic stirring (20 minutes)
dn,TEM = 12.0 nm
(histogram)

Migration of small molecule
surfactants to interfaces results in
poor performance properties → use
larger polymeric molecules

Loss of
adhesion

dn,DLS = 11.8 nm
(solid line)

Surfactant
leaching
50 nm

200 nm

Acrylic acid content in stabilizing block most important parameter for
determining stable surface area produced in emulsion polymerization

Mapping out Dispersibility at 50 g/L

Design of New Polymeric Stabilizer

Observing three different behaviours when attempting to disperse blockrandom copolymers of varying compositions at 50 g/L

Current polymeric stabilizers have drawbacks
→ develop and study hybrid stabilizer structure

Does not disperse
Easy to disperse, low turbidity
More difficult to disperse, turbid;
approaching block copolymer behaviour

Block-random copolymer dispersion boundaries becoming clear!

Conclusions
• Unanticipated ease of dispersion of block-random
copolymers into small aggregates
• Unique behaviour of block-random copolymers in
emulsion polymerization could ease challenges
associated with industrial scale-up

• Structural dependence of block-random copolymers
on dispersion properties and behaviour in emulsion
polymerization has been studied
*

Anchor block
PS20, PS40, PS67

Stabilizing block
20 – 35 mol% AA

18 copolymers synthesized – very low hydrophilic content
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Polymerization and Hydrolysis Kinetics of Ionizable 2-(Dimethylamino)ethyl Methacrylate
Opeyemi J. Ajogbeje and Robin A. Hutchinson
Department of Chemical Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada
opeyemi.ajogbeje@queensu.ca

Introduction

PLP-SEC Propagation Kinetics

Aqueous-Phase Polymerization

Amino-functional polymers are stimuli-responsive polymers. The tertiary
amino group of 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) is
sensitive to pH, temperature, ionic strength, light and carbon dioxide, such
that the polymers are used in coating, biomedical, conductive and
environmental applications. The purpose of the study is to investigate
reaction mechanisms and kinetics during the synthesis of DMAEMA homoand copolymers. The reactions are complicated by pH-dependent monomer
ionization and hydrolysis in water, where methacrylic acid (MAA) and 2(dimethylamino)ethanol (DMAE) are formed in solution. Pulsed-laser
polymerization (PLP) and in-situ nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy techniques are used to study the reactions, accompanied by
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) polymer analysis. PREDICI software
is used to model and simulate the polymerization system.

Homo- and co-polymerization 𝒌𝒑

In-situ NMR Study of DMAEMA Hydrolysis
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DMAEMA-MAA Copolymerization
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Kockler et al. [2]
BuOH 50:50
EtOH 50:50
EtOH/H2O 50:50
H2O 20:80 [3]

.

5 wt% DMAEMA, 0.4 wt% V-50, pH 10.1, 60 °C, 1 h
DMAEMA
Conversion (%)

Solvent Effects on 𝒌𝒑
𝒑𝑲𝒂 =8.4 @ 25 °C
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0
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DMAE
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• Absence of strong solvent effects in alcohols
• EtOH decreases the reactivity of DMAEMA through disruption of
hydrogen bonding

1000

DMAE

T=37 °C

D2O (pH = 1)

DMSO-d6
0

pH=10.1

[1] van de Wetering et al. Macromolecules 1998, 31 (23), 8063–8068.
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When the pH is 10.1,
MAA is formed, and
then reacts to make a
DMAEMA/MAA
copolymer.
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Can track MAA
conversion –
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copolymer
formation
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Reaction Conditions
5 wt% DMAEMA, 60 °C, 1 h; D2O : 0.4 wt% V-50, pH 1
DMSO-d6: 0.5 wt% AIBN
𝑘𝑝 of DMAEMA is significantly higher in water.
𝑘𝑡 is expected to be lower for fully ionized DMAEMA.
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• A structured copolymer is synthesized with a block architecture.
• The ATRP techniques are SARA and ARGET ATRP.
• The monomer, comonomer, solvent, catalyst and ligand are DMAEMA,
MA, polar solvent, copper catalyst and amine ligand, respectively.

SARA and ARGET ATRP
Poly(methyl acrylate) macroinitiator (copper tubular reactor)

Poly(DMAEMA-b-MA) block copolymer (semi-batch reactor)

0.0

1.0

DMSO and H2O Polymerization
100
80
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0

2000
Time (s)

At pH of 1, DMAEMA is
fully ionized and does not
hydrolyze in water. Thus, a
true homopolymer is
formed in water.
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conversion

[2] Kockler et al. Macromolecules 2016, 49 (22), 8572–8580.
[3] Urbanová et al. Macromolecules 2021, 54 (7), 3204–3222.
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• Parameter estimation was used to determine kt with monomer conversiontime profiles.
• Simulated MWs are lower than experimental values, which will be
studied further.

Reaction Condition: 𝑤𝐷𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑀𝐴 = 0.50, 𝑤𝐸𝑡𝑂𝐻 = 0.50
𝒌𝒑 : 15 - 25 Hz = 1472 - 1593 L·mol-1·s-1
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D

Reaction Conditions
5 – 20 wt% DMAEMA, 0.5 wt% AIBN, 60 °C, 1 h

PLP Analysis by SEC
dwlogM/dlogM

Monomer Ionization Equilibrium, Hydrolysis and FRP
in Water

𝐿𝑖 =point of inflection on the low molecular weight side of the MWD curve
𝑘𝑝 =propagation rate coefficient
𝑐𝑀 =monomer concentration
𝑡𝑜 =time interval between consecutive laser pulses

wlogM

Polyelectrolytes

Modelling and Experimental Study for
DMAEMA/DMSO Polymerization
• No competing side reactions in DMSO
• Rate of conversion is independent of initial monomer content (𝑤𝐷𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑀𝐴,0 )
• A lumped rate coefficient (kp/<kt>0.5 ) can be used to determine kt, which
appears to be independent of 𝑤𝐷𝑀𝐴𝐸𝑀𝐴,0 and monomer conversion

𝐿𝑖 = 𝑖 ∙ 𝑘𝑝 ∙ 𝑐𝑀 ∙ 𝑡𝑜
𝑖 = 1, 2, 3 . . .

4.0

Hutchinson
Research Group

4000

PREDICI Modelling
• A polymerization model has been implemented in PREDICI (initiator
decomposition, initiation, propagation, termination, chain transfer to
monomer).
• Model also considers ionization and pH-dependent hydrolysis but introduces
separate kinetics for 𝐷 and 𝐷𝐻 +
• The non-ionized and fully ionized monomers are modelled as a
copolymerization system.

Conclusions
• Poly[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate] (PDMAEMA) can be easily
synthesized from fully protonated DMAEMA when the monomer is present
in aqueous solution. However, the associated rate coefficients are different
from those of nonionized monomer.
• DMAEMA polymerization of pH 10.1 leads to formation of a
poly(DMAEMA-co-MAA) copolymer product in aqueous solution.
• Alcohols have only a small influence on 𝑘𝑝 .

Future Work
• Study EtOD and mixed EtOD/D2O polymerization to eliminate impact of
hydrolysis
• Copropagation kinetics of DMAEMA and MAA polymerization with PLPSEC
• Modelling of experimental batch and semi-batch results
• ATRP of DMAEMA and methyl acrylate
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PHYSICAL MODELLING OF LIQUEFACTION, GRANULAR COLLAPSE, RETROGRESSION AND WAVE
GENERATION PROCESSES DURING COASTAL SLOPE FAILURES
GET IN
Erica Treflik-Body1, Dr. Andy Take1, Dr. Ryan Mulligan1, & Dr. Elisabeth Steel2

MOTIVATION

Queen’s University- 1Department of Civil Engineering and 2Department of Geology

GRANULAR COLLAPSE AND WAVE GENERATION

Coastal slope failures can generate
tsunamis and dense turbidity currents
which threatens both onshore and
offshore infrastructure.

a)

b)

NEXT STEPS: RETROGRESSIVE
BREACH FAILURE

The newly developed rapid release gate was used to release columns of
granular peastone into varying depths of water to explore wave
generation in both the direction of failure
(seaward) and behind the failure (shoreward).

In a changing climate, coastal regions
are now more than ever vulnerable to
a variety of slope stability hazards
spanning from rapid subaerial
landslides to slow underwater
retrogressive breach failures.

Due to the complex geomechanics
of failure, limited physical
modelling work has been
conducted that encompasses both
the triggering and subsequent
wave consequence.

TOUCH

A total of 21 tests have been
conducted ranging the submergence
ratio (Hw/Ho) between (0.25-2.20).
Instrumentation included a series of
cameras to capture the failure and
momentum transfer as well as wave
capacitance gauges to record surface
water elevation changes.

Bathymetry and topography of the
2015 Taan Fjord landslide
generated tsunami in Alaska
(Haeussler, 2018). The partially
submerged failure mobilized 51
million m3 of material producing a
tsunami with a runup of up to 193m

The rapid release gate will be used to explore the evolution of
RBF for initially loosely placed and densely placed sand.
The sample behaviour during failure will be monitored through a
series of pore water pressure transducers.

IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON
COASTAL SLOPE FAILURES
Preconditions Triggering

Consequences

❑ Sediment loading increase
due to glacial melt

c)

❑ Increased storm intensity
and cyclic loading
❑ Sea level rise
❑ Permafrost melt
❑ Anthropogenic activities

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Retrogressive breach failures (RBF) are coastal flow slides that occur naturally in the
shoreface in fine sands near dynamic tidal channels or rivers. They sometimes retrogress into
beaches, shoal margins and riverbanks where they can threaten infrastructure and cause
severe coastal erosion and flood risk (Mastbergen, 2019). (a) Retrogressive breach process;
(b) Inskip Point, Australia, September 2018; (c) Inskip Point, 2011.

OBJECTIVES
I. Quantify the tsunamic
potential of granular
landslides in the seaward
and shoreward direction
II. Analyze the temporal and
spatial evolution of
submerged retrogressive
failures and pore pressure
response

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Maximum wave
amplitude normalized
with water depth for
the landward
generated wave
compared with
analytical model (left).
Shoreward wave
amplitude plotted with
small scale model
results by Cabrera et
al 2020 (right).

This work is supported by the
GeoEngineering Centre, The Beaty
Water Research Centre and NSERC
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A Comparative Study of the Compressive Strength of Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) at
Elevated Temperatures
Branna MacDougall and Dr. Mark Green

Queen’s University Department Civil Engineering
Introduction
About UHPC:
• Compressive strength of 120 MPa and tensile
strength of 5 to 15 MPa.
• Dense microstructure with no coarse aggregate and
high cement content.
• Used in structural applications for thinner and
lighter structures.
The Problem:
• Dense microstructure causes explosive spalling
under elevated temperatures.

Materials and Methods
Test Parameters:
1) Testing Conditions
• Steady-State Conditions: Heat to a specified
temperature (300, 400 and 500°C) and load in
compression until failure.
• Transient Conditions: Load to a specified
compressive strength (30 and 50% f’cu) and heat
until failure.
• Residual Conditions: Heat to a specified
temperature (300, 400 and 500°C), cool to roomtemperature, and load in compression until failure.

Results

Results

Scanning Electron Microscopic (SEM) images:

2) Mixture Fibre Percentage
• 1% by volume of PVA fibres (UHPC-1)
• 2% by volume of PVA fibres (UHPC-2)
• 3% by volume of PVA fibres (UHPC-3)
• 2% by volume of PVA fibres + 0.2% by volume of
PP fibres (UHPC-0.2-2)
Test Samples:
• 75 x 150 mm cylinders.

UHPC-1:
500°C Steady-State

UHPC-2:
500°C Steady-State

Conclusions
Motivation
Research Gaps:
• Effects of simultaneous loading and heating on
UHPC performance, realistic of fire scenarios.
• Fire performance of UHPC panels.
• Numerical modelling of UHPC in fire.
Objectives:
– Provide realistic fire performance of UHPC.
– Investigate influence of polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) and polypropylene (PP) fibres.
– Numerical modelling of UHPC Double-Wythe
Insulated (DWI) sandwich panels.
– Fire performance of UHPC DWI sandwich
panels.
RESEARCH POSTER PRESENTATION DESIGN © 2019

www.PosterPresentations.com

Test Apparatus:
• Instron SATEC testing machine:
• Allows for simultaneous heating and
loading of samples.

• UHPC-1 has the highest strength performance under
steady-state and residual conditions for all
temperatures.
• UHPC-0.2-2 performed the best under transient
conditions.
• UHPC-3 had the lowest strength performance
attributed to high fibre content.
• Explosive spalling was not observed in any tests.
• Majority of strength reduction occured between 400
and 500°C.
• SEM images revealed that under elevated
temperatures, cracks formed around and between
vacant fibre channels.
• Possible reason why explosive spalling was
prevented.

Segmental Hollow Concrete Filled FRP Tubes (CFFTs) for Wind Turbine Towers
Abdul Watfa (PhD Student)
Supervisors: Dr. Mark Green, Dr. Amir Fam, Research Collaborator: Dr. Martin Noel
OBJECTIVES

TEST SETUP

Table 1: Structural testing program

 Evaluate the structural performance of post-tensioned CFFTs (PT-CFFTs)
subjected to bending tests as expected in a wind turbine tower

EXPERIMENTAL FABRICATION PROGRAM

PRESTRESSING DATA
a)
b)
Figure 1: Fabrication details, a) typical steel cages for test specimens, b) typical cross-section

Figure 7: Schematics of test setup for segmental PT-CFFTs

ANALYTICAL MODELLING

a)

a)
b)
Figure 4: Tensile behaviour of prestressing strands, a) tension test instrumentation and setup,
b) strain-stress relationship of tested samples in comparison with Mattock’s model (Mattock 1979)

POST-TENSIONING OPERATIONS

b)
Figure 2: Longitudinal section of specimens, a) control non-segmental, b) segmental (typical fitting)
Figure 8: Moment-curvature relationship of control specimen

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5: Connection details for segmental specimens, a) connection zone at PT-CFFT segment M3,
b) PT-CFFT segment M4, c) close-up of segments prior to first post-tensioning

Figure 9: Load-deflection response of control specimen

Figure 3: Control tower and six segments are cured after casting of concrete

a)
b)
Figure 6: Post-tensioning operations, a) typical fitting between segments M3 and M4 for first posttensioning, b) second post-tensioning

CONTACT INFO
Email: 11ahw1@queensu.ca

Application of Artificial Intelligence to understand climate driven changes
in surface water quality
Rohit Shukla, Leon Boegman
Department of Civil Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, ON, Canada
Causality Analysis to Identify Climate drivers : A Deep Learning
Approach

Investigation of Harmful Algal Blooms: A Machine Learning Approach
The Great Lakes comprise approximately one-fifth of the world's freshwater supply and around 95% of the US
supply, making them the world's largest and most biologically diverse freshwater system [1]. Lake Erie, the fourthlargest, shallowest, smallest in water volume, and most southern of the Great Lakes, is surrounded by urbanized
environment and extensive agricultural land-use. The western basin is prone to significant repercussions from
excessive nutrient loadings and vulnerable to severe meteorological events which in result causes deterioration of
water quality, and potentially causing several harmful health condition threats to more than 11 million people [2].

METHODOLOGY

Machine Learning methods achieve good predictive performance, but their generalizability and ability to gain
process insight are limited in several cases, at the same time numerical models are computationally
expensive and challenging to setup where data is sparse. Causal reasoning methods identify contextualized
causal networks by combining prior-knowledge network information with data. This approach avoids the
problems that are inherent in traditional statistical/machine learning methodologies such as spurious
correlations due to the presence of common drivers, autocorrelation, or indirect effects by employing a wellestablished causal discovery algorithm.

Temporal Causal Discovery Framework [3]

Warming temperatures have been shown to increase the intensity, frequency, and spatial extent of hazardous algal
blooms, which produce dangerous toxins, resulting in degradation of water quality. However, despite the detrimental
consequences that coupled events (i.e., when conditions are extreme for multiple potential lake ecosystem stressors
such as temperature and chlorophyll) can have on the ecology [4], not much study has explored such spatial
occurrences in Lake Erie. Moreover, very little is known about the future of lake Erie surface water temperature and
their consequences on ecological system under global warming scenario.

METHODOLOGY
Maximum Covariance Analysis:

METHODOLOGY

Random Forest

Observed and Future Changes : Statistical Approach

𝑊𝑇 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 =  𝑎𝑛 𝑡 𝑒𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦
1-D Convolutional neural Network (CNN)

𝑛

𝐶ℎ𝑙_𝑎 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡 =  𝛽𝑚 𝑡 𝑓𝑚 𝑥, 𝑦
𝑚

𝜆2𝑘
𝑆𝐶𝐹𝑘 =
σ 𝜆2𝑖

RESULTS
.

RESULTS

RESULTS

Year

Year

Training
𝑅 2 = 0.80

Testing
𝑅 2 = 0.74

CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION
➢ A machine-learning-based method is proposed to predict the harmful algal blooms with the investigation
of feature importance of environmental factors.
➢ Study showed strengths and limitations of the remotely sensed data (satellites) in investigating water quality.
➢ The importance of seasonal nutrient loads provided insight into strategies for targeted reductions of
these loads seasonally for better load management.

➢ The model was used to generate causa network graphs of climate drivers, with quantified time lags.
➢ The study investigated the causality between environmental factors and Chl-a variations which is primarily
driven by Wind and water temperature.
➢ The study also provides possibility of application of data driven causality approaches in the ecological
modelling as it will help close the knowledge gaps.
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Application of a High-Resolution Hydrodynamic Model
for Simulating Tidal Flooding of a Dyke Managed
Realignment Site in the Bay of Fundy
Rachel A. Burns (burns.rachel@queensu.ca), Ryan P. Mulligan (ryan.mulligan@queensu.ca)
Department of Civil Engineering, Queen’s University

Background
The Bay of Fundy’s hypertidal environment creates the
perfect setting for salt marshes that provide natural
protection against storm waves, erosion, and flooding.
Over the past 500 years these have been impacted by
the construction of dykes. With climate change effects
threatening to overtop these dykes, there is a need to
develop more adaptable and nature-based defenses.
One solution for salt marshes is managed dyke
realignment, where a built coastal protection structure
is purposefully breached, allowing for the land behind
the defense to flood and return to a natural
equilibrium and salt marshes to re-establish.
a) Existing agriculture
dyke

Model

Results

Set-up
Converse
Breach Site

The hydrodynamic model Delft3D – FM
was set up for Cumberland Basin and its
surrounding tidal flats with a grid
resolution ranging between 250 m – 1 m.
The model was then run for a time period
in 2018 (pre-breach) and 2020 (postbreach)

100 m

High Tide (Pre-Breach)

100 m

High Tide (Post-Breach)

100 m

Max. Flood (Pre-Breach)

100 m

Max. Flood (Post-Breach)

Figure 2: Cumberland Basin bathymetry with
model tidal boundary

Calibration

Objective: to
better understand
the hydrodynamic
processes within
the Converse
Breach managed
realignment site
on the Missaguash
River, a tidal river
on the upper Bay
of Fundy.

Field measurements were collected at
the site to observe tidal flows.
Statistical correlation of the results to
the measurements are used to validate
the model, which is used to simulate
the tidal water levels and currents
before and after the dyke breach.

b) A new dyke is built

c) Old dyke is breached

(a)

(b)

d) New wetland
is established

(c)

Figure 5: Model Results of 2018 and 2020
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Figure 4: Water level calibration over 4 tides in 2020
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The Effect of Failure Mechanism
Objective: Quantify the effect that failure mechanism has on the outflow
hydrograph of nominally identical physical model dams

Mobility of Released Material
Objective: Explore soil liquefaction under highly controlled
conditions to understand mobility of released materials

Numerical model input of interest: Breach outflow hydrograph

Numerical model input of interest: Volume of Material Released

Introduction
Since the twentieth century the international mining industry has
experienced more than 350 tailings dam breaches (Ghahramani et al. 2020).
Magnitude frequency statistics indicate that every 2-3 years between 1965 –
2020 there was at least one tailings dam failure that resulted in life loss
and/or the release of 1 M m3 (Rana et al. 2021). The three high profile
incidents of Figure 1 have illustrated the threat posed by these facilities and
call for critical examination of tailings dam breach mechanisms.
Understanding dam breach failure processes is
crucial for mine infrastructure planning and the
protection of downstream environments and
communities. However, current breach and
runout analysis methods available for
practitioners were developed primarily for water
retaining dams. As such they have not been
properly validated or calibrated in numerical
models of flowing tailings and are often
oversimplify or neglect the geotechnical aspects
related to tailings dam breach (CDA 2013;
FEMA 2013).

Figure 7: Proposed physical model geometry and instrumentation layout to investigate soil liquefaction
Figure 3: Typical breach outflow hydrograph, defined as the time rate of outflow during breach

Figure 4: Physical model geometry and instrumentation layout to investigate
the effect of failure mechanism on the outflow hydrograph

Proposed Physical Model
The recipe for soil liquefaction

Failure Mechanisms Explored
Notch Overtopping: initiated by incising a
v-notch into the dam crest and allowing the
impounded reservoir to intersect this local
low point

Geotechnical Seepage Failure: a closed or
clogged toe drain allows a seepage face to
develop causing crest settlement that creates
low points that leads to breach

Full Width Overtopping: where a retaining
wall placed along the crest impounds an
additional 2-3 cm of reservoir that when
rapidly removed releases a full width of water

1. Loose deposit
2. Saturated material
3. Trigger
Figure 8: Inferred final deposition of liquefied soil following the
instantaneous removal of a gate

The experimental program aims to:
• Investigate the requirements to initiate
flow
• Vary physical attributes of density and
degree of saturation through a
repeatable test program
• Capture the shape and speed of the
mobilized material

Figure 1: Historical tailings dam failures: a) Fundão tailings dam failure in Minas Gerais, Brazil
(Estadão 2015); b) Córrego do Feijão tailings dam failure in Brumadihno, Brazil (Mining.com 2019);
c) Mount Polley tailings dam failure in British Columbia, Canada (Global News 2022).

Research Facility

Figure 9: Newly implemented guillotine gate
within the Queen’s landslide flume in open
position, featuring a base liquefaction device

CanBreach

Figure 2: Landslide flume at Queen’s University

Physical modelling is conducted in the large flume facility at the Coastal
Engineering Laboratory on Queen’s University West Campus, Figure 2.
The flume is 2.12 m wide and 1.20 m tall, with a 36 m long horizontal
runout section which offers a controlled environment for idealized
geometry and boundary conditions to be tested. The facilities state-of-theart data capture and analysis capabilities are outline in Table 1.
Table 1: Instrumentation used in large scale physical modelling

Synchronized high-speed cameras: plan Water level gauges: measure the reservoir
view images and oblique videos of breach
surface elevation during the breach event
Blickfeld (LiDAR) scanner: detailed point Pore pressure sensors: captures magnitude
clouds captured throughout failure
and distribution of generated pore pressures

Figure 5: Progression of physical models with failure mechanisms of notch overtopping (left), geotechnical seepage failure (centre), and full width overtopping (right) where with
dams have 30° upstream and downstream slopes. t = 0 represents the first sign of detectable outflow.

The work presented is done as
part of the CanBreach team, a
group of academics and industry
partners with a focused purpose
to equip engineers and dam
practitioners with tools to help
manage the risks associated with
tailings storage facilities.

Field and Remote
Observation

Numerical Modelling

Physical Modelling

Initial Results
Although breach appears vastly different from the downstream vantage
point (Figure 5) dams triggered through separate failure mechanisms with
similar dam and reservoir geometries have similar values of peak
outflow.
Therefore the outflow hydrograph could be used as a strategic tool in the
investigation of integrating failure mechanism into breach analysis as
outflow for each event was controlled by an upstream, semi-ellipse shape.

Figure 6: Breach
outflow hydrograph
for large scale physical
models conducted
within the study, t = 0
represents the first
detectable outflow
from the breach.
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Role of irisin in promoting resistance in chondrocytes
to pro-inflammatory cytokine-mediated damage
Hayley Galsworthy and Roshni Rainbow, PhD
Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering

METHODS

INTRODUCTION
Within joints, articular cartilage serves as the nearly-frictionless
surface that allows for smooth motion and load transmission
between bone surfaces. When damaged, mature cartilage has
limited healing capacity, and prolonged degradation can lead to
osteoarthritis (OA)1, which currently affects 1 in 5 Canadians.2

CONCLUSIONS
This pilot study demonstrates the possible role of myokine
irisin in promoting the stability of engineered cartilage in
the presence of IL-1β through the increased production of
GAG, a major cartilage matrix protein. These initial findings
are aligned with previous studies exploring the role of
myokines on cartilage tissue engineering3 and the role of
irisin on human osteoarthritic chondrocytes in 2D culture.5
Further study is warranted to assess the role of irisin on
relevant chondrogenic and matrix degradation markers
through mRNA expression, protein quantification, and
histology. Additionally, the observed significant increase in
DNA content for pellets cultured in the presence of irisin as
compared to controls suggests the possible role of irisin in
promoting cell viability, increasing cell proliferation, or
inhibiting cell apoptosis, and justifies further investigation.

Cartilage-like tissues were
engineered from primary
bovine articular
chondrocytes and cultured
in chondrogenic media for
20 days, with treatment of
IL-1β and/or irisin after
Day 12. Pellets were
digested with papain and
sulfated GAG content was
quantified using
dimethylmethylene blue
dye at 525 nm with a
shark chondroitin sulfate
standard. DNA content
was quantified via the
QuantiFluor® assay kit
(Promega).
Fig 2 - Study design. Articular chondrocytes were isolated from the carpometacarpalphalangeal joint from
skeletally mature bovine donors and expanded for 3 days. Cells were then pelleted via centrifugation and
differentited for 20 days using chondrogenic media, with treatment of pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1β and/or
recombinant irisin after Day 12.

Fig 1 - Proposed mechanism of muscle-derived factors on early OA pathogenesis
which is largely mediated by pro-inflammatory cytokines TNF-α , IL-1β

Tissue engineering is an attractive apporach for regenerating
damaged cartilage. For such this to be a viable therapy,
engineered cartilage must remain stable and be resistant to proinflammatory cytokines which are present during early OA and
which inhibit cartilage formation and promote degradation. We
have previously demonstrated that muscle-derived biochemicals
factors (myokines) promote resistance to inflammation-induced
degradation in engineered cartilage.3 Here, we present a pilot
study to explore the role of irisin, a newly discovered myokine4, in
this mechanism.

RESULTS
No differences were observed in GAG content (Fig 3A) or GAG/DNA ratio (Fig 3C) between the samples cultured in
the presence of irisin; irisin did contribute to a significant increase in DNA content as compared to the control.
Pellets treated with both IL-1β and irisin yielded significantly higher levels of GAG (Fig 3A) and GAG/DNA ratio (Fig
3B) as compared to those treated with IL-1β only.
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Contributions of different strategies to mediolateral stability during perturbed walking
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Introduction

Discussion

Background:

Qualitatively changes in slopes suggest:
1. Restrictions hindered targeted strategy
(lowest slope)
2. Ankle restriction: largest effect on CoM
kinematics
• Slope of change in CoM kinematics
highest
• Suggests subjects were the least
capable of controlling the CoM
3. Ankle and trunk restrictions: no
evidence of greater compensation from
stepping
4. Stepping strategy restriction: greater
ankle compensation but no trunk
compensation found

During walking, humans can employ three main
strategies to overcome perturbations [1]:
Stepping Strategy: adjusting the base of support
through foot placement
Ankle Strategy: generating torques about the
ankle to move the centre of pressure (CoP)
Trunk Strategy: rotating the upper body to direct
the centre of mass (CoM)
Previous work has suggested that stepping is the
main stability strategy [1], however, trade-offs
between the different strategies has been
observed when one strategy is limited [2,3].

CoP Restricting
Shoes
Laser Line
Targets

Stepping Strategy
Restriction

Restrictive
Trunk Brace

Ankle Strategy
Restriction

Trunk Strategy
Restriction

Results

Purpose: To investigate the contributions of
different strategies to overcoming
perturbations in the mediolateral (ML)
direction during walking.
Hypothesis:
(1)When the ankle and trunk strategy are
limited individually the stepping strategy
will provide additional compensation.
(2)When the stepping strategy is limited the
trunk strategy will provide additional
compensation.

Methods

Of the three main strategies, humans
can recover from perturbations even if
one strategy is restricted, but a
restriction does not seem to always
result in compensation.
Deviation Area Linear Regressions
CoM Position
Condition
Slope ± CI
R2
No Restriction
48.3 ± 5.4
0.84
Ankle Restriction
50.0 ± 5.2
0.86
Trunk Restriction
46.6 ± 5.5
0.83
Stepping Restriction
44.0 ± 5.6
0.81
Step Width
(Stepping)
Condition
Slope ± CI
R2
No Restriction
426.0 ± 95.7 0.62
Ankle Restriction
374.4 ± 75.5 0.66
Trunk Restriction
419.8 ± 83.6 0.64
Stepping Restriction 337.5 ± 120.0 0.42

Healthy subjects walked with different restrictions
and ML perturbations applied to the pelvis.
• N=10, 2F/8M, age 27.9 ± 3.8 years, height
173.4 ± 11.2 cm, weight 70.4 ± 10.3 kg
• Perturbation magnitudes: ±4%, ±8%, ±12%,
and ±16% of body weight (+ pull to right, push to left)
Analysis: Linear regressions between perturbation
magnitude and the change in behaviour between
All slopes are significant (p<0.05).
perturbed and unperturbed conditions

CoM Velocity
CoM Acceleration
Slope ± CI
R2
Slope ± CI
R2
9.15 ± 1.7
0.67
-8.8 ± 0.9
0.86
10.2 ± 1.9
0.67
-9.4 ± 0.8
0.89
7.7 ± 1.7
0.59
-7.9 ± 0.9
0.83
7.8 ± 1.5
0.65
-8.6 ± 0.9
0.88
Stance CoP
Trunk Angular Acceleration
(Ankle)
(Trunk)
Slope ± CI
R2
Slope ± CI
R2
13.2 ± 1.4
0.86 912.5 ± 103.9
0.83
9.2 ± 1.3
0.78
688.5 ± 97.2
0.77
12.5 ± 1.3
0.86 391.39 ± 77.6
0.64
13.8 ± 1.4
0.86
808.0 ± 89.9
0.84

Limitations: Further analysis needed to determine
statistical significance of slope differences.
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Effects of exogenous insulin on macrophage survival and proinflammatory signalling
Yuxi Zhang and Lindsay E. Fitzpatrick
Department of Chemical Engineering, Queen's University, Kingston, ON, Canada

INTRODUCTION
Continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) is a management
option for type 1 diabetes that relies on an insulin infusion cannula to
deliver a constant infusion of insulin analogue from an insulin pump to
the subcutaneous tissue. However, insulin infusion sets (IIS) can only
be worn for 2-3 days, after which glycemic control deteriorates.1
The exact cause of
variable insulin absorption
is unknown, but it has
been suggested that host
response to the cannula
plays an important role.2
The goal of this study is to
examine the effect of
supraphysiological insulin
analogue concentrations
on macropahge response
in an in vitro host
response model.

RESULTS
Humulin N decreased density of adherent macrophages.
The adherent cell density was significantly decreased in the Lysate control group
compared to the media control group (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The effect of supraphysiological insulin concentrations on the
number of cells per well for macrophages cultured on DAMP-adsorbed
surface, measured by QuantiFlour dsDNA assay. Mean +/- SD (n = 9). * p <
0.05

Lysate-conditioned surfaces had increased ROS
Figure 1. Schematics of an insulin infusion set (IIS) in
CSII (left) and acute inflammation phase of a host
response to an implanted biomaterial (right, adapted
with persmission from 3)

Within literature, high insulin
concentrations were
reported to induce
apoptosis by increasing
intracellular ROS
accumulation.4 In this study,
total intracellular ROS per
well was highest at 18 h for
all lysate conditions (Fig
5a).
5 U/ml insulin increased
ROS on lydate-conditioned
surfaces significanly
compared to lysate control
group. (Fig.5b)

METHODS
Tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) surfaces were pre-conditioned with
fibroblast lysate to activate Raw-Blue macrophages via TLR2dependent activation of NF-κB and AP-1.Humulin N Insulin analogue
was added (0.1~ 10 U/ml) and macrophages were incubated for 24
hours.
At 24 hr, the cell density and NF-kB/AP-1-dependent SEAP activity
was measured using a dsDNA cell enumeration (QuantiFluor) and
QUANTI-Blue assay, respectively.
Intracellular
reactive oxygen
species (ROS)
measured at 6, 18
and 24 h for
selected insulin
concentrations to
test if
macrophage
produced biocidal
ROS was
influenced by
insulin analogue.

Insulin treatment yielded
significantly fewer adherent
cells for concentrations at
or above 1 U/mL and 0.5 U/
mL for media and lysate
groups, respectively. The
negative correlation
between cell density and
Humulin N concentration is
likely due to macrophage
apoptosis or necrosis.

Figure 5. ROS release in RAW-Blue response to lysate +/- insulin conditions
at 6h, 18h and 24h, (a) grouped by surface treatment and (b) grouped by
time. Mean +/- SD (n = 9). * p < 0.05

Humulin N induced macrophage apoptosis

Figure 2. Schematics of methodologies for investigating
supraphysiological concentration of insulin analogue on
macrophage response.

Figure 6. Raw Blue
macrophages were
cultured in media
control group and
DAMPs/lysate
adsorbed surfaces,
treated with different
concentrations of
insulin analogue for
18 h. The nuclei of
cells (blue) and
apoptic cells (green).

Humulin N enhanced pro-inflammatory response on lysateconditioned surfaces.
Lysate groups had significant increase in pro-inflammatory
response than media groups at each concentration. For media
groups, Humulin N had no effect on macrophage proinflammatory response below 10 U/ml.

Figure 4. The effect of supraphysiological insulin
concentrations on the NF-kB/AP-1-dependent SEAP activity per
cell for Raw Blue macrophages cultured on DAMP-adsorbed
surface. Mean +/- SD (n = 9). * p < 0.05

Insulin
enhanced proinflammatory
response
significantly
in lysate
groups over
0.5 U/ml
compared to
lysate control
group.

CONCLUSIONS
Humulin N enhanced pro-inflammatory NF-κB/AP-1 activity per
cell in macrophages on lysate-conditioned surfaces and reduced
cell density in a concentration-dependent manner. Lysateadsorbed wells had increased ROS accumulation, compared to
media controls. 5 U/mL Humulin N increased ROS accumulation
on lydate-conditioned surfaces. Future experiments will explore
whether the increased NF-κB/AP-1 activity is attributed to
crosstalk between lysate-derived DAMPs/TLR2 and insulin
receptor pathways and/or Humulin-N-induced necrosis or
apoptosis.
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Motivation and Goal

Approach

• Over 30% of breast conserving surgery procedures result in
incomplete resection as it’s difficult to delineate tumor boundaries.
• Wire localization and sketches by radiologists are used to inform the
surgeon about the location and extent of the tumor (Figure 1).
• Goal: Develop a robotic surgery platform to enable robot-assisted
breast conserving surgery and prevent incomplete resection.

• Low-cost, robot with haptics (Omni Bundle).

Preliminary results

Figure 4: Open-source platform implemented in ROS and 3D Slicer.

Figure 1: Left – Localization wire in breast. Right – Sketches of tumor location.

Figure 2: Omni Bundle with labelled joints.

• We created a platform for robotic surgery that combines robot force
control, surgical navigation data and imaging in one open-source
software platform (Sensors https://doi.org/10.3390/s22145336).
• Ongoing evaluation of the system using silicon breast models to
determine the impact of the virtual fixture is underway.

Implementation

Figure 5: Experimental setup.

Summary
Figure 3: Left – Existing NaviKnife surgical navigation system. Right – Process for adding virtual fixture to create robotic NaviKnife system.

• The existing NaviKnife
platform electromagnetic
ally tracks the tumor using
a sensor placed in the
breast.

•
•
•
•

An invisible boundary (virtual fixture) prevents collision of surgical tools with tumor:
Step 1: Ultrasound imaging identifies the shape and extent of the tumor.
Step 2: The tumor contour is set as the invisible boundary for a virtual fixture.
Step 3: A cooperative robot is used to guide the surgical cautery, imposing this boundary.

• We present a platform to improve
breast conserving surgery with robot
assistance.
• This platform can be used in a variety
of soft tissue surgeries where tumor
localization and resection is difficult.

An oviduct-on-a-chip microfluidic platform to evaluate cilia beating frequencies with exposure to cisplatin
Bexi Bustillo, Carlos Escobedo, Laura Wells
Department of Chemical Engineering
Queen's University, Kingston, Canada
18bmb3@queensu.ca
.

Introduction
As some cancer treatments such as targeted therapy, that specifically targets proteins involved in cancer development, and immunotherapy become more successful, the effects of chemotherapeutic drugs on patient fertility have become a
critical issue to improve the life quality of cancer patients1 . Cisplatin is a chemotherapeutic agent used to treat ovarian cancer that, when delivered locally can negatively impact the normal function of surrounding organs such as of fallopian
tubes or oviducts. Oviducts are tubular shape organs where fertilization takes place, and the oviduct epithelium is mainly composed of secretory and ciliated cells. The ciliated cells have an essential role during the fertilization process,
creating a sperm reservoir and promoting gamete interaction. It has been reported that cilia beating frequencies (CBF) of ciliated cells may be altered with chemotherapy affecting the normal functionality of organs and potentially reducing a
patient’s long-term fertility2. Here, we present an oviduct-on-a-chip microfluidic platform to evaluate the changes in CBF in the oviduct epithelium upon exposure to cisplatin to better understand and evaluate the cellular changes that occur
with chemotherapies.

Results

Methods

5A

Table 1. Main features and advantages of the fabricated
microfluidic platform.

Fabrication of
the microfluidic
chip

Obtention of the
oviduct-on-chip
platform

• Computer aided design (CAD), 3D
printing.
• Soft lithography
• PDMS-polycarbonate membrane (PC)
bonding trough plasma activation and
thermal fusion
• Leakage-free evaluation

• Cell isolation
• Cell seeding into the microfluidic chip
• Air-liquid interface establishment,
monitoring of cells for 3 months

Figure 2. The fabricated microchip consist of
an apical and a basolateral compartment
separated by a transparent polycarbonate
membrane to establish an air-liquid interface
establish an air-liquid interface important for
maintaining cell-phenotype.
Untreated PC membrane

3A

Design feature

Advantage

Upper PDMS layer thickness=
300 µm

-Easy visualization of cells, when the
microchip is flipped over.

Bottom PDMS layer
thickness= 500 µm

-Thicker than the upper layer so cell
medium can be kept in the basolateral
compartment.

Thickness of the Oviduct-onchip platform=800 µm

-Pipette friendly device, in which a
pipette tip can be used as a reservoir.

PDMS plasma activation -PC
Thermal bonding

-Solvent-free fabrication process that
reduces potential toxic effects to cells.
-Strong and stable bonding.

Transparent PC membrane

-Allows to establish an air-liquid
interface and to observe cells.

Treated PC membrane

3B

5B

Figure 4. 4A Cilia beating frequencies were measured from regions of interest (ROI) in a confluent cell monolayer inside
the chip. The analyzed areas (20x20 pixels) were selected where cilia beating was visible, the microchip was flipped over
to have a better optical access to the cells. 4B. Average pixel intensities were obtained as a function of time. Videos were
recorded for 5 seconds after the cell medium was perfused in the apical compartment where cells were seeded.
Mean CBF
values
analyzed
the different ROIs
Mean
CBFs
values in
obtained
8

Figure 1.Diagram of the different steps followed for the obtention of the oviduct-on-chip platform and
measurement of Cilia beating frequencies (CBFs).

Figure 3. Bonding of PDMS and PC membranes with plasma activation + heating at 150°C induced
transparency (3B) and decreased the pore size from 0.45 um to 0.27 um. The obtention of the transparent
membrane facilitated the optical access to the cell monolayers .

Figure 5. Confluent monolayer of bovine oviduct
cells at one-month (with an air-liquid interface).
Nuclei are blue (Nucblue Live stain).
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Evaluation of
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frequencies

• Video recording with high-speed camera
• Obtention of pixel intensities
• Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis in
MATLAB
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Treatments
Groups
Figure 6. 6A. Mean CBF values obtained from oviducts-on-chip
incubated with different concentrations of cisplatin. A small decrease
of CBFs was observed when cells were treated with different cisplatin
concentrations

Discussion
The microfluidic chips were produced without solvents, that could affect cell’s viability at long term, the obtained transparent membranes enable the monitoring of live cells. The design enabled laminar flow over a wide range of flow rates
resulting in a versatile chip for studying oviducts. Importantly, by establishing an air-liquid interface across the membrane, the seeded bovine oviduct cells maintained an average CBF of 5 Hz for 3 months which is similar to the reported value
of 5.8 ± 0.3 Hz in vivo3.Epithelium treated with cisplatin for one hour showed a small but insignificant decrease in CBFs, indicating the short exposure with cisplatin has little effect on molecular mechanisms related to DNA damage response
and oxidative stress of the ciliated cells2. Future studies will look at longer treatment times or repeat treatments to mimic the exposures experienced by patients. More importantly, cisplatin may affect secretory cell excretions which in turn
influence the CBF of ciliated cells which is expected to change over longer-term exposures 4.
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Feasibility of Markerless Motion Capture in Clinical Settings
AD Mihic1, EK Laende1, JB Outerleys1, KJ Deluzio1
1Mechanical

analyzed for joint kinematics. Kinematic gait waveforms
for the markerless system were consistent with markerbased severe OA gait waveforms from the literature
(Figure 3).

& Materials Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada

Introduction
Biomechanical analyses of patients using motion capture
can be a useful tool for clinical assessments. Markerless
motion capture removes the need for specialized labs and
minimizes the technical requirements needed for
traditional setups, making it appealing for use in clinical
settings. However, validation testing has been done on
younger, healthier populations1,2,3,4 who typically have
lower BMIs than those seen in orthopaedic populations.
Purpose: To determine the ability of markerless motion
capture technology to capture a variety of tasks and gait
kinematics in an orthopaedic patient population.

Human
Mobility
Research
Laboratory

Markerless

Marker-based

Figure 1: Composite image showing the clothes the participants
arrived in and body composition.

Methods
30 participants (17F/13M) with a mean age of 69 (SD 8)
who were referred to a surgeon for osteoarthritis and are
potential candidates for knee replacement were
introduced to the study by advance practice
physiotherapists at the end of a clinic visit. Each
participant performed a set of tasks including a timed upand-go (TUG), stair ascent and descent, functional reach,
a circuit, quiet standing balance (eyes opened, 30
seconds), and walking at two speeds (self-selected and
fast walk). Clothing was uncontrolled (Figure 1). The
trials were recorded using eight time-synchronized Sony
RX0II cameras. Video data were processed using
Theia3D (Theia Markerless Inc., Kingston ON, Figure 2)
and further processed in Visual3D (C-Motion,
Germantown, MD).

Figure 3: Gait wave forms of the markerless system (left)
compared to previous marker-based severe OA gait waveforms5
(right).

Discussion
Figure 2: Overlay of inverse kinematic model produced by Theia
3D.

Results
30 participants were recruited over a span of 4 weeks,
with a mean collection time of 12 min (SD 2.3). All trials
recorded by the markerless system were successfully

This pilot study has shown that markerless motion
capture is a viable tool that can integrate into routine
clinical exams with minimal patient burden to allow
objective functional assessments.
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Strain-insensitive 2D transistors for Fully Integrated Wearable Sensors
Christopher Williams
Supervisor: Prof. Shideh Ameri

Introduction

Challenges

Preliminary Models

• Wearable health monitors have potential applications in the
diagnosis and effective treatment of various types of diseases and
disorders
• Apart from electrophysiological measurements, wearables are also
used for pulse oximetry, glucose sensing, body temperature
sensing, drug delivery, etc.

Conventional

Integrated

Electrode (Ag/AgCl)

Electrode (e-tattoo4)

Electrode

Gel at skin/sensor
interface prone to
drying

Epidermal electrodes
closely conform to the skin

Front end

MCU +
wireless

Analog Front End (PCB)

Analog Front End (organic5)

Signal extraction,
amplification, & filtering

Flexible transistors at skin
interface replace brittle silicon

Processing &
Communication (PCB)

• Smartwatches and other commercial wearables for health
monitoring are convenient, but particularly prone to motion
artifacts

Processing &
Communication (PCB)

Wearable Sensing
Platform

MCU + wired/wireless
communication protocols

Dedicated PCB compatible
w/ integrated front-end

Event-related
potentials
(QRS complex)

mV

ECG

Arrythmia

mmHg

(AFib)

• Upscaling 2D material transfers typically comes with reduced
electrical & mechanical properties
• Inconsistent transfer quality can contribute significantly to variance
in performance
• Importance of the interface, topology, and defects is not explicitly
reflected in electrical models

Future Work
• Scale up architecture to enable basic analog/digital circuitry
• Substituting graphene for an intrinsically semiconducting8 2D
material could lead to a performance uplift, despite reduced carrier
mobility
• Improve integration of power sources

Graphene Transistors

FEM Models

• Monolayer sp2-hybridized carbon atoms form a
hexagonal honeycomb lattice

• Islands with serpentine interconnects redistribute
strain away from active regions (not to scale)

• Semi-metallic electrical properties strongly
dependent on lattice geometry

PPG

• Practical applications of 2D materials often necessitates cleanroom
fabrication

Surface: von Mises Stress (N/m2)

Line Graph: von Mises Stress (N/m2)

Motivation
• There is a demand for sensors that can facilitate proactive care
with improved health outcomes
• The mechanical mismatch between Si-based electronics and the
skin results in degraded performance of wearable sensors

• Organic electronics and other flexible and stretchable electronics
suffer a tradeoff between electrical performance and
stretchability

Kubo-Bastin formula for conductivity7

Acknowledgments

Electrical Models
• A tight-binding formulation6 is used to model the
electrical behaviour of a 2D graphene lattice
under uniform strain

• By expanding the Kubo-Bastin formula in terms of
Chebyshev polynomials7, we can compare the
conductivity of the strained and unstrained
lattices

• The mechanical & electrical properties of 2D materials make them
ideal candidates for the next generation of ultra-conformable
wearables
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• Deformations in the lattice are reflected in the
simulated density of states plots
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sensing environments using wearables?
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Requirements for At-Home Post-Stroke Rehabilitation Therapy Robots: Stakeholders’ Perspectives
Shane Forbrigger, Madeleine Liblong, T. Claire Davies, Vincent DePaul, Evelyn Morin, and Keyvan Hashtrudi-Zaad
Motivation
• Stroke survivors benefit from at-home rehabilitation: it results in a lower
likelihood of readmission to hospital [1] and reduces barrier to access.
• Access to at-home rehabilitation could be improved using robots.
• Existing literature on stakeholder needs for the design of these robots
focused on stroke rehabilitation therapists, not stroke survivors.

Contribution
• We interviewed both therapists and stroke survivors about their needs for
at-home post-stroke rehabilitation and how robots could help.
• We identified, categorized, and compared themes in the interview data.

Methods
• We conducted 30-minute semi-structured interviews with 10 stroke
survivors and 6 therapists.
• Themes were identified from the interview transcripts and categorized
according to the categories of the World Health Organization (WHO)
International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF). [2]

Results
• Figure 1 summarizes the themes identified from the interviews, Figure 2
shows the proportion of statements in each category for each group.
• Stroke survivors had more insight into the home environment, while
therapists had more insight into the medical aspects of stroke survivors’
physical function and therapy activities.

Figure 1: Major themes identified in the analysis of the interview data, grouped according to the top-level categories of the WHO International
Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health.

Design Recommendations
• Designs cannot be one-size-fits-all due to variability of stroke survivors’ function and recovery.
• Household objects could be used with robot designs to accommodate changing function in a way that connects to stroke survivors’ life activities.
• Motion of the trunk and shoulder should be monitored to give therapists more information for assessment and feedback.
(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Proportion of statements coded to each category for
(a) Stroke Survivors and (b) Stroke Rehabilitation Therapists.
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A “Sandwich” Assay for Multiplex Detection of Proteins in Physiologically Relevant Media
Shamim Azimi and Aristides Docoslis
QuSENS Lab, Department of Chemical Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 3N6 Canada
Motivation

Results

Detection Limit:
0.11 mg.L-1

 Existing SERS substrates are not sensitive enough to detect or identify proteins at low concentrations

Normal range:
5-10 mg.L-1

Objectives
 To overcome existing limitations in SERS-based detection by improving (a) analyte sampling; (b) SERS signal intensity
 To develop a fast, inexpensive, and sensitive SERS-based method that can detect the presence of elevated levels of creatinine and
human serum albumin in physiologically relevant media

Experimental procedure
 Step 1: Electrochemical reduction of silver ions toward the formation of dendritic silver nanostructures on tips and edges of gold
electrodes [1]
 Step 2: Accelerated transport (sampling) of the target proteins on the SERS detection surface using electric field forces
 Step 3: Electric-field mediated deposition of silver nanoparticles on top of the captured target
 Step 4: Use of chemometric analysis for the detection of captured proteins based on the acquired SERS spectra
NPs
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albumin
Detection Limit:
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Normal range:
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Intensity

 Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) is a powerful spectroscopic technique that enables sensitive chemical
fingerprinting of molecules

Intensity

 Methods for the detection of biomarkers (creatinine and albumin) are centralized, expensive, and require trained personnel

Multiplex detection in
physiologically relevant medium

Detection of analytes in
physiologically relevant medium

PC-2 (23%)

Creatinine

Intensity

 Chronic kidney disease is one of the major worldwide health complications associated with increased risk of both mortality and
morbidity, decreased quality of life, and high healthcare costs

 A novel SERS-based assay was developed to detect creatinine and human serum albumin at
trace levels in physiologically relevant media
 Creatinine, human serum albumin, and their binary mixtures were shown to have distinct SERS
spectra signatures, thus allowing differentiation between the two disease biomarkers
 Sandwich assay can be a powerful method for highly sensitive detection of other analytes
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A computational model of the ankle joint complex to evaluate
the influence of passive tissues on foot-ankle coordination
Quinn

1
Yetman ,
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Methods

Introduction
•
•

The talus is a bone that transfers loads from the foot and ankle to the lower limb
Previous work has shown the foot and ankle coordinate their mechanics through
interactions at the talus, creating favourable conditions for locomotion [1]

Simulation Setup
Biplanar videoradiography

How do the passive tissues that exclusively drive the talus facilitate the coordination
between foot and ankle mechanics?
• We present a novel, data-driven, approach using biplanar videoradiography (BVR),
which measures three-dimensional bone motion, and Artisynth [2], a multibody finite
element modelling package, to investigate how the passive tissues surrounding the
talus transfer forces through the ankle

Generate cartilage [3]

Smooth cartilage

Rigid body
transforms

Cartilage
.obj models

Ligament
.obj models

Generate and wrap finite element (FE) ligaments

Computed tomography (CT) scans
Bone .obj
models

Results
Weight acceptance

Track bones

Midstance

Propulsion
Simulation

•
•

Ligament tension and cartilage contact forces on the talus can be extracted over
each frame of stance
The average error of the simulated talus is 1.3 deg/frame relative to our gold
standard BVR measurements

Import bones to starting positions

Attach cartilage and FE ligaments

Drive all bones except talus with
rigid body transforms

Simulate talus motion with
running data

Measure difference between
simulated and experimentally
measured talus

Drive talus with elastic foundation
(EF) cartilage and FE ligament
forces

Next Steps
• Further tuning and validation of outputs against published cartilage contact pressure
• Determine how forces from each ligament and articular surface contribute to talus
motion during stance
• Future applications include evaluation of joint replacements and as an input to a
lower limb musculoskeletal model
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Tuning Model Parameters

Change material properties of
cartilage and ligaments

Simulate talus motion with
walking data using “best”
parameters
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Towards Population-Level Biomechanical Research Through
Large Scale Data Collection with Markerless Motion Capture
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Introduction
Markerless motion capture removes the need to apply
markers and the limitations of specialized laboratories. This
enables data to be collected out of the laboratory, allowing
easier access to both the general population and traditionally
under-represented groups.
Markerless motion capture unlocks the ability to rapidly and
efficiently collect data in out of lab environments and build
large and diverse datasets of three-dimensional kinematics
during walking. However, data collected at different locations
should be free of substantial site effects to pool data for
population-level studies.
The objective of this study is to determine if differences exist
in knee joint kinematics during walking collected using
markerless motion capture between collection sites.

Methods
From a dataset of 462 subjects across 8 locations on Queen’s
Campus and the surrounding community, data from two
locations were extracted for this study. Data was collected over
3 days from an Outdoor and Indoor location.
• Outdoor: N=102, 58% Female, mean age 23(SD 9) years
• Indoor: N=173, 60% Female, mean age 22(SD 7) years
8 synchronized video cameras (DSC-RX0M2, Sony Corp.)
sampling at 60 Hz were used to collect one-minute walking
trials at self-selected speed.

Figure 1: Kinematics are estimated using a deep learning trained computer
vision algorithm. The algorithm detects the person in each frame of each
video (left), detects a set of proprietary anatomical key points (middle), and
triangulates these key points in 3D to build a virtual human body model
(right).

Figure 2: Mean knee joint kinematics of an Outdoor (N=102) and Indoor (N=173)
collection site. Grey band is +/- 1 SD of the mean for a dataset of 333 collections.

Results
Subjects collected Outdoors walked faster: mean speed: 1.45 (SD 0.15) m/s) than Indoor subjects (1.31(0.14) m/s), p<0.001
Site effects were detected for PC1 and PC2 of the knee flexion angle and PC1, PC2 and PC3 of the internal rotation angle (Table 1).
Detected differences likely reflect the subjects and environments in which the data were collected but were small (Figure 2) and
linked to gait speed.1
Table 1: Adjusted PC score means [confidence intervals], P-values, and biomechanical descriptions for knee angle features with detected site effects.

Knee Angle
Flexion
Int. Rotation

PC
1
2
1
2
3

Indoor
-6.9 [-10.6, -3.3]
4.3 [1.7, 7.0]
5.0 [0.3, 9.9]
6.2 [4.5, 8.0]
-1.3 [-3.0, 0.3]

Outdoor
11.3 [6.4, 16.1]
-7.3 [-10.9, -3.7]
-8.6 [-14.9, -2.2]
-10.4 [-12.7, -8.1]
2.3 [0.20, 4.5]

Padj.
Biomechanical feature description for high scores
<0.0001 Higher overall flexion angle magnitude
<0.0001 Lower difference between stance and swing phase magnitude
0.0013 Higher overall rotation angle magnitude
<0.0001 Larger range of motion throughout the gait cycle
0.0103 Lower difference between stance and swing phase magnitude

Kinematics were estimated using a deep learning and computer
vision-based approach (Figure 1., Theia3D, v2021.3.0.2047,
Theia Markerless Inc.). Lower extremity joint angles were
Conclusion
calculated using Visual3D (v2021.11.02, C-Motion Inc.).
Markerless motion capture is a feasible approach to increase sample sizes through pooling data from multiple sites due to
Principal Component Analysis was used to extract the main
minimal site effects.
modes of kinematic waveform variability in joint angles of the
Care needs to be taken when designing data collection protocols by considering how different environments may influence
knee. PCs were retained that explained up to 90% of waveform participant behavior such as gait speeds.
variability. One-way ANCOVAs were used to detect differences
Acknowledgments This work was supported by NSERC-CRD and the ORF. References 1. Öberg et al., 1994. JRRD. PMID: 7965878
in PC scores between sites, adjusting for gait speed.

Quantifying the Contribution of Dietary Mineral Intake to Cortical Bone Mechanical Properties under
Compressive Loading Using Finite Element Analysis
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Background

Bone mineral metabolism influences the level of bone matrix
composition and alters bone strength.
Hydroxyapatite (HA) is the main bone mineral component consisting of calcium (Ca2+ )
and phosphate (PO43-) where the ratio of Ca2+ to PO43- ranges from 1.37 to 1.87 in
healthy bones [1, 2].
Osteocytes regulate the
The parathyroid hormone (PTH)
bone turnover and their
is released from the parathyroid
activities are altered by
gland due to an increase in PO43PTH release and more Ca2+
Chronic
levels in the blood.
is released from the bone
Kidney Disease
resulting in higher Ca2+
(CKD)
levels in the blood.
The kidney cannot
remove PO43- from
the blood.

Apparent elastic modulus (E, MPa) of 12.897 GPa, 8.592 GPa, and 7.190 GPa
were assigned to the tibias : (1) normal diet group (CTL) (0.6%Ca and 0.5%P
=1.2) (2) high PO43- diet with a normal Ca2+ : PO43- ratio (1.2%Ca:1.0%P = 1.2),
(3) normal PO43- diet with a low Ca: PO43- ratio (0.3%Ca:0.5%P = 0.6).,
𝐸=(8362.8 (0.877𝜌))2.56 [5, 6].
A mesh with 10-node quadratic tetrahedral elements was generated (Abaqus
CAE/2017) for one representative bone in each group. The proximal end of the
FE model was fixed, and an axial displacement of 0.1 mm was applied to the
distal end (Fig. 4). Stiffness is calculated as a ratio of maximum reaction force to
the maximum deflection.
An equivalent of 1 (KN) is
applied to the distal end

↑Ca2+
↑PTH
PO43-

Fixed at the
proximal

https://www-anatomy-tv.proxy.queensu.ca

Dietary PO43- intake has increased substantially in North America over the past 20 years
due to the widespread use of inorganic PO43- food additives.
Eating foods high in phosphorus elevates PO43- levels in the blood and results in further
lowering the Ca2+: PO43- ratio in bones.
Project Description and Goals

The aim of this study was to investigate the changes in compressive bone stiffness in rat
tibia models of CKD with different dietary mineral intakes. Comparison is made between
three groups: (1) normal diet group (CTL) (0.6%Ca and 0.5%P =1.2) (2) high PO43- diet
with a normal Ca2+ : PO43- ratio (1.2%Ca:1.0%P = 1.2), (3) normal PO43- diet with a low
Ca: PO43- ratio (0.3%Ca:0.5%P = 0.6).
This was accomplished using finite element analysis (FEA) based on micro-computed
tomography (μ-CT) data of rat tibias from the three groups.
Methodology

The left tibias of 30 male Sprague-Dawley rats
(14 weeks old; 400-450g, N=10 per dietary
group) (Hilltop Lab Animals Inc. PA, USA)
were excised and stored in acetone at 4°C. The
proximal region of the tibia was scanned using
a micro-CT (VECTor4CT, MILabs, Utrecht,
NL) (Fig. 1).

Cortical
bone

3.52mm

growth
cartilage

1.76mm

Trabecular
bone

Fig 1: The region of interest (ROI) for all reconstructed
tibias was defined as 1.76mm distal of the point at which
the growth cartilage transitions into the proximal tibia
metaphysis and extended 3.52mm distally.

Images were reconstructed with a voxel size of 10 μm (MILabs Rec software, MILabs,
Utrecht, NL) and binarized (Fig. 2) to separate bone from the background using the
BoneJ (version 1.4.3) plug-in available in ImageJ showing representative images of the
dietary interventions [3,4].
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2: Binary images of cross-section of rat tibias modified with
(a) CTL, (b) 1.2%Ca: 1.0%P, (c) 0.3%Ca: 0.5%P.

Using the thickness map (Fig. 3), cortical bone borders were identified and segmented
using a MATLAB (R2022a) algorithm [3].
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: μ-CT-based models: (a)Thickness map (b) FE-model with tetrahedral mesh.

The density (ρ, g/cm3) of each model was calculated using HA phantom calibration.

Fig. 4: FE model with boundary conditions.

Results

In comparison to the FEA stiffness of the bone from the normal group, it is
expected that the FEA stiffness of the representative bones from the groups with
0.3%Ca:0.5%P and 1.2%Ca:1.0%P are lower than CTL. This difference would
be due to the change in material properties and bone structure. The current study
shows compressive cortical bone stiffness is related to dietary Ca2+: PO43- intake
(Fig 5.).

Fig 5. In comparison to the normal diet group’s cortical porosity (0.29±0.048%) and elastic modulus
(12,897 MPa), the cortical porosity and elastic modulus in the 1.2%Ca:1.0%P and 0.3%Ca:0.5%P
experimental groups, respectively, are 0.40±0.052%, 8,592 MPa, and 0.47 ±0.058%, and 7,190 MPa.

Discussion

In the setting of a high phosphate diet, an equally high calcium diet is
not sufficient to save the structural and mechanical characteristics of
the bone. Also, in the setting of a normal phosphate diet, a low
calcium diet (0.3) is an even stronger driver of bone loss.
The bone compressive stiffness depends on the ratio of Ca: PO4 as
well as the absolute amounts of dietary mineral intake.
Bone mechanical properties, bone mineral density, and cortical bone chemical
composition are commonly assessed in clinical and preclinical trials to diagnose
bone disorders and predict fracture risk. A better understanding of the relationship
between bone mechanical behavior and dietary mineral intake may inform the
treatment of common bone diseases. This study found that not only the bone
compressive stiffness depends on the ratio of Ca2+: PO43-, but also on the absolute
amounts of dietary mineral intake.
Future Steps

Further investigation is needed to verify and validate the impact of increasing
dietary intake of inorganic PO43- and its ratio to Ca2+ on the mechanical behavior
of bones. Future work includes in vitro mechanical testing on the rat tibias and
further in silico assessments of flexural rigidity and bending strength in each
model [7].
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Biomimetic Scaffold for ACL
Replacement

RESULTS
Four step process to fabricate fibrous scaffolds
1. Electrospinning of 30 w/v% polymer solution
2. Crimping of the fibres in 37˚C PBS for 90 min was
performed to mimc the crimping waveform of native
ACL
3. Crosslinking (66mW/cm2, 3 min/side) was then
perfomed to reduce plasticization and increase
Young's modulus
4. Post-drawing step (50% final strain, 25 reps) was
introduced to align fibres to eventually align cells
once they are seeded on the scaffold

OBJECTIVE
●
●
●
●

Anterior cruciate ligament is one of the most frequently injured liagments
Surgeries to replace the ACL exist, but are estimated to cost the US alone more than $5 billion
Tissue engineering replacements have promise, but have not replicated the microarchitecture of the
native ACL
The work characterizes a crimping waveform in a highly crosslinked polymeric scaffold resistant to
plasticization

BACKGROUND
●

●

●
●

The ACL has important
microarchitecture tha must be
replicated in a tissue engineering
replacement
The crimping waveform has been
shown to aid the deposition of ECM and
when mechanically stimulated produce
more ECM than uncrimped fibres

●

●

METHODS

●
●

I2959 photoinitiator had the most
consistently low sol content.
5.96 mJ/cm 2 was the energy density
amount to continue moving forward

The MAC monomer was co-polymerized with LLA at 130˚C for 8h in the presence of a tin catalyst
The resulting P(LLA-MAC) copolymer had a M n of 42,000 Da with a Đ of 1.6

●

Orientation of fibres is possible with a
post-drawing step
After a second crimping step, the fibres
remain oriented

Fibrous scaffolds were hydrated in
distilled deionized water for 24 hours
and compared to a dry control

Young's modulus of dry: 3.8 ± 0.14 MPa
Young's modulus of wet: 4.8 ± 0.31 MPa

Electrospun, polymeric fibrous scaffolds
can form stable crimping waveform while
resisting plasticization

AUTHORS: Nathan Holwell, Dr. Brian Amsden, Department of Chemical Engineering
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Amsden Lab Group (experimental training), Agatha Dobosz (SEM)
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A HYBRID RATE THEORY MODEL FOR ANALYSIS OF RADIATION
INDUCED GROWTH
M. Mohseni [1], P. Saidi [1], M. R. Daymond [1].
[1] Queen’s University
Sponsored by NSERC and UNENE under the Industrial Research Chair Program in Nuclear Materials at Queen’s University

INTRODUCTION:

HYBRID MODEL FLOWCHART:

Difference in the diffusivity of radiation products in <a> and <c>
directions of Zr crystal structure results in phenomena such as
radiation-induced growth (RIG) and creep. One classical approach to
explain RIG is via Diffusional Anisotropy Difference (DAD), which
suggests dissimilar rates of diffusion for individual vacancies and
interstitials in basal and prismatic planes. An alternative mechanism,
known as self-interstitial cluster diffusion (SICD), relates growth to
the formation of self-interstitial clusters which diffuse solely along
the <a> axis.

inititial parameters
(𝛽, 𝜌, 𝑓, … )

COMPARISON BETWEEN MODELS AND
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS:
Single crystal:

Defect concentration
(SIA + Vacancy + Glissile Cluster)

∗r =0.1
∗∗ cluster=0.1
∗∗∗B.L.=1.16
∗∗∗∗B.D. =1.2
∗∗∗∗∗ ρ = 1012 𝑚−2

Sink strength
Single Crystal

Both DAD and SICD models have limits, with inaccuracies when
compared to real experimental data. For example in DAD the ratio of
diffusion coefficient of interstitials and vacancies in the <a>-direction
and <c>-direction of Zr should be between 3-4 based on ab initio
models, but need to be 102 for DAD to give good agreement with
experiment. For SICD only dislocation loops are considered, while
the influence of other substantial sinks in the material need to be
addressed.

polycrystal

Pd, bd, bil, pil, pvl

Pd, bd, bil, pil, pvl, gb

Net defect flux to sinks
Loop number density

Annealed polycrystal:

Loop radius
End
Growth strain

We propose a hybrid model, in which both aforementioned
limitations have been addressed. This makes the hybrid model
generalizable and provides good agreement with experimental data
while maintain input parameters within physically reasonable
bounds. In this model, the combination of point defects and SIA
clusters exist and diffuse to the sinks in the bulk and dislocation
loops in the prism planes respectively. Furthermore, the bias factor
was considered for the cases of polycrystals and cold worked
polycrystals to expand the generalizability of the model.
Consequently, the sinks of grain boundaries and the enhanced
dislocation density due to cold work were captured.

DAD, SICD VS. HYBRID MODEL:

DISLOCATION LOOPS NUCLEATION:

𝜙 > 𝜙 𝑚𝑎𝑥

No

r =0.5
 cluster=0.1
B.L.=1.5
B.D. =1.5
ρ = 1012 𝑚−2

yes

Fig.3) Schematic display of sequential nucleation
and growth of distinct prismatic and basal
dislocation loops

Fig.2) Flowchart of the hybrid
model describing RIG

Cold-worked polycrystal:

BIAS AND BOUNDARY SINK STRENGTH DETERMINATION:
Fig.4) a) Bias factor dependence on
the diffusion coefficient for
dislocation loops , b)boundary sink
strength correlation with internal
sink strength

r =0.045
 cluster=0.1
B.L.=1.13
B.D. =1.3
ρ = 4 × 1014 𝑚−2
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<a> Type Interstitial loop
<c> Type Vacancy loop
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Basal

(c)
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0
0

10
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Loop Number Density (m-3)

<a> Type Interstitial loop
<c> Type Vacancy loop

(a)

10

8

103

Dislocation Density (m2)

defects and sinks
DAD model: SIAs and vacancies are removed preferentially at
different sinks
SICD model: 1-D glissile clusters with mobility limited to <a> direction
result in net flux of SIAs to prismatic plane and net flux of vacancies to
basal plane
Hybrid model: Realistic bias factor for different sink-defect
interactions combined with 1-D diffusors are responsible for RIG in Zr
alloys.

10

4

15

Loop radius (nm)

Fig.1) Schematic representations of the radiation-induced

Sessile Loop Sink Strength (m-2)

HYBRID MODEL RESULTS:
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(d)

8

<a> Type Interstitial loop
<c> Type Vacancy loop

*r is defined as the fraction of survived defects after the cascade
** Cluster is defined as the fraction of glissile clusters.
***B.L. is the bias factor of the dislocation loops towards defects
****B.D. is the bias factor of the dislocation lines towards defects
***** ρ is known to be dislocation density
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Fig.5) a) Change in sink strength for different types of sessile loops, b) appearance of ctype vacancy loop from 3 dpa, c) Increment of dislocation density in different planes
(basal and prismatic), d) Increment of density of different dislocation loops
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Introduction
• Transmutation reaction effects cause irradiation damage in Ni-based systems.
• Helium as an inert gas stabilizes the vacancy clusters.
• Size distribution of defects as well as cavities and bubbles is temperature dependent.
Methods
• A meso-scale simulation like OkMC is required to observe He-V defects evolution in
metals.
• Modular Monte Carlo (MMonCa) as OkMC simulator is used in this study.

Object kinetic Monte Carlo simulations : accessing
experimental length- and timescales with atomistic
resolution. We showed that sinks are the dominating
objects that control swelling not He atoms.

Result & Conclusion
• He bubble formation and growth is studied and temperature dependency of bubbles is
observed.
• OkMC simulation is in good agreement with experimental observations.
• The defect-sink interaction is the controlling mechanism in swelling, not the presence of
helium atoms.
Future Works
• Studying the role of hydrogen atoms as another transmutation reaction products.

References
1. H. Van Swijgenhoven et al., Journal of Nuclear Materials 114, 157–167 (1983)
2. M. Griffiths, et al., No. AECL-CW--127000-CONF-007. Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, 2013.

100 nm

2+
Cu

Investigating the effect of
adsorption on bentonite clay
using molecular dynamics and density functional theory.

• Introduction

• Deep geological disposal of nuclear waste involves multiple barriers,
including, in the Canadian case, a copper-coated steel container encased in
bentonite clay.
• This clay is composed of ~80% montmorillonite (MMT).
• Corrosion would release Cu2+ and, depending on the groundwater condition,
the Cu2+ could be complex with anions in the bentonite pore solution.
• The effect of Cu2+ sorption on the properties of MMT is not well understood.

Y. Pedram, Y. Zhang, L. K. Beland
Al

H

• Methods

• Molecular dynamics simulations (MD) are performed to study MMT
containing Ca2+ and Na+.
• Electronic density functional theory was required to parametrize a novel
interatomic interaction force-field for Cu2+ in clay systems.

Mg

O

• Result

• Potentials-of-mean-force (PMFs) of dry and hydrated MMT platelets
containing Ca2+ (Ca-MMT) and Na+ counter-ions (Na-MMT) were calculated.
• The new force-field for Cu2+ in hydrated clay systems is in good agreement
with experimental observation.

Si

ﬁ

Ca

• Future Works

• Comparison of potentials-of-mean-force (PMFs) between MMT platelets
containing Cu2+, Na+ and Ca2+ counter-ions.

The coarse-grain Montmorillonite Model

Mesoscale 1000 platelet system

Mechanical Properties of Na-MMT

The Fuel Element
Copper-coated container

Bentonite Clay
The Geosphere

Shear Modulus [Mpa]

Multiple-Barrier System

Young’s Modulus [Mpa]

The Nuclear Fuel Pellet

Atomistic Montmorillonite Model

Void Ratio
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In situ Regeneration of Copper Catalysts for Long-term Electrochemical CO2 Reduction
to Multiple Carbon Products
Cornelius A. Obasanjo and Cao-Thang Dinh
Department of Chemical Engineering, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
Results

Abstract
Copper (Cu)-based catalysts are
so far the only electrocatalytic
material that allows CO2
reduction to multiple carbon
products (C2+) products at
industrially relevant current
densities. However, most Cubased catalysts are unstable for
long-term reactions (> 100 h),
with the main reasons being the
potential-induced
surface
reconstruction, deposition of
impurities, catalyst aggregation
and leaching, among others.
Herein, we report an in situ
catalyst regeneration strategy
applied on a Cu catalyst - which
is stable for ̴ 5 h towards C2+
products during a continuous
electroreduction in a neutral-pH
condition, - we were able to
extend the operating time to ̴
120 h.

1) Product Distribution of Cu/PTFE Catalyst

4) In situ Raman Studies on Oxidized Cu Species

Cathode:
• 2CO2 + 2H2O + 4e- → 2CO + 4OH• 4H2O + 4e- → 2H2 + 4OHAnode:
• 4H2O → 4H+ + O2 + 4e• 4H+ + 4OH- → 4H2O

Conclusion
2) Cu/PTFE Stability - Continuous Electrolysis

Introduction
• Electrocatalysts with high
selectivity (FE > 80%) and
long-term stability (>100 h)
when performing at industrially
relevant current densities (>100
mAcm-2) have been reported
for single carbon (C1) products
such as carbon monoxide and
formic acid/formate.
• Performing ECR under alkaline
conditions has previously been
shown to extend the catalyst
operating time while displaying
good selectivity for C2+
products. However, under these
conditions, CO2 directly reacts
with
KOH
and
forms
bi/carbonate salts, necessitating
additional energy expenses.

ECR Cell Schematic

5) Cu/PTFE Stability – Optimized In situ Regeneration Strategy

In this work, we have
introduced
an
in
situ
regeneration of Cu catalysts for
stable CO2 reduction to
multiple carbon products. By
optimizing the oxidation and
reduction current density and
time, a ten-fold increase in Cu
catalyst lifetime has been
achieved.
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Oxidation Studies of Ni-Cr-Al Model Alloys at Low
Homologous Temperature
Yasaman Ghaffari, Kevin Daub, Matthew Topping, Suraj Persaud
Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, K7L 3N6

Introduction and Objective

Ternary alloys:

Results

• Increasing the amount of Cr, decreased the susceptibility
to IG oxidation. The role of Al needs to be investigated

Applications and Importance:

Binary alloys:

• aerospace, gas turbines, nuclear
industry, etc.
• Superior strength, and creep,
corrosion, and oxidation resistance
at elevated temperatures

• Ni-Al alloys: Both Ni-Al alloys are very susceptible to
internal and intergranular oxidation
Intergranular

Surface
nodule

Internal
particles
Intergranular
attack

Internal or
intergranular
oxidation is
proposed as the
PWSCC failure
mechanism in alloy
600 (Ni-16Cr-9Fe)
used in nuclear
reactors.

Objective: Investigating the oxidation behavior in Ni-Cr, Ni-Al, and
Ni-Cr-Al alloys at low homologous temperature.
Studying the effect of composition and temperature on internal
and intergranular oxidation, and finally we want to investigate the
interaction of Cr and Al.

There is a
more
protective
oxide at
boundary of
Ni-16Cr-2Al

1 µm
20 µm

Ni-8Al

100 nm

100 nm

• Ni-Cr alloys: Binary Ni-Cr alloys show internal oxidation
and are more resistant to IG oxidation, except some
specific types of boundaries
Ni-12Cr

Ni-16Cr

10 µm

A bit surprising!
In alloy 600 (Ni16Cr-9Fe), it is
believed that low
concentration of
Cr is responsible
for IG oxidation

200 nm

1 µm

200 nm

Conclusions:
•

1 µm

200 nm

Specific
grain
boundaries
are more
susceptible
to IG
oxidation

Conclusions and Future Work
•

All binary (Ni-Al and Ni-Cr) and ternary (Ni-Cr-Al) alloys are
susceptible to internal oxidation in 480 °C hydrogenated steam.
Binary Ni-Al alloys are very susceptible to intergranular oxidation,
while in other alloys it depends on the boundary type.

Future Work:
Ni-16Cr

Ni-12Cr

10 µm

Schematic image of the gas reactor at Surface Science Western

100 nm

Effect of grain orientation on
internal oxidation and nodule
expulsion can be observed in all
alloys.

• Alloys with seven different compositions
were made using and induction melter at
University of Toronto.

The binary and ternary
model alloys were
exposed to 480 ˚C
hydrogenated steam
for 5 days.

Ni-16Cr-2Al

1 µm

20 µm

10 µm

Ternary Alloys
Ni-8Cr-4Al
Ni-12Cr-3Al
Ni-16Cr-2Al

Ni-12Cr-3Al

Ni-8Cr-4Al

Alloy Design and Experiment Setup

• Alloys were annealed
for homogeneity at
1100 ˚C for 2 h

10 µm

Davis-Besse Reactor Vessel Head Degradation
Lessons-Learned Task Force Report

Al and Ti are trace
elements in alloy 600

Binary alloys:
Ni-4Al
Ni-8Al
Ni-12Cr
Ni-16Cr

10 µm

10 µm

Ni-16Cr-2Al

oxide in Ni-4Al

Ni-4Al

Internal and Intergranular oxidation:

Ni-12Cr-3Al

Ni-8Cr-4Al

10 µm

Boundaries
that are more
susceptible to
IG oxidation

• Studying the interaction of Cr and Al in ternary alloys and the
possibility of increase in IG oxidation susceptibility with addition of
Al.
• Studying the effect of grain orientation and grain boundary
misorientation on internal and intergranular oxidation.
• TKD analysis to study the dislocation density around the boundary,
and compressive stress near the internal oxidation front.
The authors are grateful to the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council (NSERC) of Canada for funding this research. A special thanks to Dr.
Roger Newman and Touraj Ghaznavi at the University of Toronto for allowing
use of their induction melter facility, and Dr. Sridhar Ramamurthy at Surface
Science Western for the gas reactor facility.
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Introduction

AD process is a sustainable technology
for organic waste management, that
produces methane-rich biogas and
reduces GHG emissions.

What to do?
Gain knowledge
about AD models

Training Based Models
Collect
Data

Define Objective
to choose model

bjective

Anaerobic digestion modeling is
essential for process optimization,
performance prediction, planning,
and future development.

This is a step-by-step guidance for
AD modeling in which all types of
AD models and their extensions
and modifications are presented
along
with
data
collection,
sensitivity analysis and validation.

Data Collection
Measuring classical
parameters based on
standard methods, ex: TS, VS,
COD, TKN, TAN
Defining constant parameters
from literature and previous
works, ex: Hydrolysis
constants, decay constants

Validation

The
model’s
accuracy
is
determined by running it using
different samples of data.

Define the problem
-Is modeling necessary?
-What is the scale of operation?
-What is the main interest in
modeling?

Sensitivit
y Analysis

These models do not require any
system knowledge, reaction, or
experimental
details.
They
approximate
the
nonlinear
relationships between inputs and
output variables. Using artificial
neural networks, two main stages
will be performed: first, to fit the
parameters with measured data,
and second, to find the best
fitting model. They have better
accuracy compared to kinetic
models.

Kinetic Models
These models can be categorized into 1) cumulative
biogas production models, 2) microbial growth rate
models, and 3) ADM1. Different approaches for
substrate characterization as input can be taken;
fractions or degradability speed of substrate or using
total VFA inhibition as the primary factor. ADM1 is an
aggregation of previous approaches. The structure of
this model includes disintegration and hydrolysis,
acidogenesis, acetogenesis and methanogenesis
steps.

Genome-scale Models
Mathematical representations of the
metabolism inside a microorganism.
They depict the connections between
genes, reactions, and metabolites
and include enzymes encoded in
genes, transport reactions, and
biomass reactions.

A Non-Aqueous Hybrid Battery-Supercapacitor Based on a Vanadium System
Katie Sciborski, Dominik Barz
Department of Chemical Engineering, Queen’s University, Kingston, ON, Canada K7L 3N6

Device Architecture

Batteries & Supercapacitors

Device Performance

Batteries
- Store energy electrochemically
- Low power density
- Slower charge/discharge
- Low cyclic stability

Supercapacitors
- Store energy electrostatically
- Low energy density
- Faster charge/discharge
- High cyclic stability
Figure 1: Supercapacitor and battery comparison, adapted from [1].
Figure 10: Supercapacitor performance of electrolyte solution with 0.5 M TEABF4 in acetonitrile at 1 A/g.

Electrodes

0.012

2.32

0.007

Potential (V)

Combine the charge storage mechanisms of batteries and supercapacitors to maximize energy storage
and performance using the non-aqueous vanadium acetylacetonate redox system.

2.34

2.30

Prove that rGO is an effective electrode material for this system and explore the effects of heteroatom
doping on device performance

Electrolyte
-

-0.003
-0.008

Determine the optimal solvent and supporting electrolyte combination to maximize device performance
-0.013

Membrane
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Figure 6: Formal potential at 100 mV/s with
heteroatom doped rGO.
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Figure 8: Combinations of four solvents and three supporting
electrolytes tested for conductivity.
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Figure 12: Galvanostatic charge-discharge curve with
Celgard porous separator at 5 A/g.

Anion Exchange Membrane

Porous Separator

- Larger internal resistance/impedance values
- Functions at low current densities (<5 A/g)

- Smaller internal resistance/impedance values
- Functions at higher current densities (>5 A/g)

Electrodes
-

Conclusions & Future Work

rGO is a functioning electrode for the non-aqueous vanadium system
Heteroatom doping of the rGO electrodes can improve the performance of the device

Electrolyte
-

Acetonitrile/TEABF4 is the optimal solvent/supporting electrolyte combination
The optimal ratio of supporting electrolyte to active species is to be studied

Membrane
-

In search of a membrane with a small internal resistance that functions at both low and high current
densities
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Figure 3: Non-Aqueous and aqueous media potential window comparison [3].
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Figure 11: Galvanostatic charge-discharge curve with
Neosepta AHA AEM at 1 A/g.
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Figure 5: CV comparing heteroatom doping on the
rGO electrodes at 100 mV/s.

Cathode (VIV reduces to VIII):
V(acac)3 + e- ⇌ V(acac)3- Eθ= -1.72 V vs. Ag/Ag+

Yields as an overall:
V(acac)3+ + V(acac)3- ⇌ 2V(acac)3
ΔEθ= -2.18 V

2.26

N-rGO

Vanadium Acetylacetonate Redox System
Anode (VII oxidizes to VIII):
V(acac)3 ⇌ V(acac)3+ + e- Eθ= 0.46 V vs. Ag/Ag+
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Explore the effects of different membrane types (anion exchange and porous separators) on this system
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Moment tensor potentials from point
to extended defects in zirconium

RESULTS

Yu Luo, Mark Daymond, Laurent Karim Béland

INTRO

• Quantum mechanics offer accurate, but expensive,
description of interatomic interactions
• Cheaper, but less accurate, interatomic potentials (forcefields) mimic accurate ab-initio method
• Using density functional theory (DFT) simulation data, we
can generate good force-fields
• With this, we can simulate dynamics of Zr at the atom
scale: defect generation, deformation, etc
METHODS
• Moment tensor potentials (MTP) are machine learningbased force fields calculating energies, forces and stresses
• Features of moment tensor potentials
o Strong prediction capability
o Risk of overfitting and bad performance in extrapolation
• MTP regards configurational energy (𝐸𝑚𝑡𝑝 ) as a sum of
contributions of local potential function (V) of each atom

Non-Cognitive Predictors of Student Success:
A Predictive Validity Comparison Between Domestic and International Students

𝐸𝑚𝑡𝑝 =  𝑉 𝑛𝑖
𝑖=1

𝑛𝑖 stands for neighborhood atoms for each atom
• Active learning strategy coupled with polynomial
regression method are utilized to develop MTP models

An active learning strategy

for training interatomic
interaction potentials is
developed and applied to

zirconium

